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Abstract

An Integrated System of Optical Metrology for Deep Sub-Micron Lithography
by
XinhuiNiu

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of Califomia, Berkeley
Professor Costas J. Spanos, Chair

The exponential increase of integrated circuit density and semiconductor manufacturing
cost can be described by Moore* s Law. In order to provide affordable lithography at and
below lOOnm, in-situ and in-line metrology must be used with off-line metrology for

advanced process control and rapid yield learning. This thesis develops an optical metrol

ogy system for both unpattemed and pattemed wafers in the deep sub-micron lithography
processes.

Forunpattemed wafers, the most important observables formetrology arethethickness and

the optical properties n and k of the related thin-films. In this thesis, dispersion models
derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations are used with a simulated annealing optimiza

tion procedure. Simulated annealing algorithms designed for continuous variables are

implemented. Spectroscopic reflectometry and spectroscopic ellipsometry are used tochar
acterize bothsolids and polymers. A statistical enhancement strategy is proposed basedon

computational experimental design and Bayesian variable screening techniques to over
comethelargemetrology dimension problem. A bootstrap method is introduced for testing

the accuracy of the characterization. Accurate information about theoptical properties and
thickness is essential to many processcontrol applications, and is the foundation to the suc
cess of metrology for pattemed wafers.

For pattemed wafers, the most important observables are the profiles of the pattemed fea
tures. Profile information is critical in understanding the nature of the lithography process.

However, it has been difficult to use because of the metrology cost. To solve this problem,
this thesis introduces the concept of specular spectroscopic scatterometry. Specular spectroscopic scatterometry uses conventional spectroscopic ellipsometers to extract the pro
files of 1-D gratings. Based on a rigorous electromagnetic diffraction theory, the Grating
Tool-Kit {gtk) is developed to predict the behavior of a wide variety of diffraction gratings

with high precision. A library-based CD profile extraction methodology is presented and
validated with a focus-exposure matrix experiment. It is shown that specular spectroscopic
scatterometry is an accurate, inexpensive and non-destructive CD profile metrology.

The theme of this thesis is that, through the aid of computation and intelligent metrology,
more process information can be extracted from existing sensors, and the complexity of
expensive hardware can be shifted to sophisticated data analysis. It is expected that the pro
posed metrology system will help the process control applications for the entire lithography
sequence.

Professor C. J. Spanos
Committee Chairman
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
The evolution of integrated circuit (IC) technology has been governed mainly by device
scaling due to rapid technology development. The semiconductor market has grown at an
average rate of approximately 15% annually over the past three and a half decades [1.1].
Fueled by the continuing explosive growth of the semiconductor market, the introduction

of new technologies has been accelerated by leading semiconductor companies from the
traditional 3-year cycle towards an approximate 2-year cycle. However, the semiconductor

industry is facing increasingly difficult challenges as the feature sizes approach 100 nm.
One of the "grand challenges" is to make affordable lithography available at and below

lOOnm. For many years, as the key technology driver for semiconductor industry, optical
lithography has been the engine driving Moore's Law. Lithography is also a significant
economic factor, cuirently representing over 35% of the chip manufacturing cost. With the

decrease in feature size required to follow Moore's Law, lithography light sources have
progressed from the visible to the deep ultraviolet (DUV) wavelengths. Innovative wave-

front engineering techniques, such as off-axis illumination, optical proximity correction

and phase shifting mask, have beenadopted to enable the industry to manufacture ICs with

feature sizes significantly smaller than the wavelength oftheexposure light. Optical lithog
raphy is becoming increasingly complicatedand expensive.

Another "grandchallenge" is to make affordable metrology andtesting available. In current

technology, in-line or in-situ, non-destructive analysis of product wafers is preferable

whenever possible. The use of correct metrology will greatly improve the yield learning.

1

However, with theincreasingly smaller dimensions and the need for greater purity, metrol
ogy for processes such as lithography, etching and chemical mechanical polishing (CMP)

are becoming extremely difficult [1.2]. The increasing wafer size and decreasing feature
size makes metrology and testing very expensive. It may no longer be possible to rely on
sample measurements from wafer-to-wafer or die-to-die because of the measurement cost.

Hence, affordable and accurate metrology is necessary for the technology evolution.

Metrology in lithography processes is important to the entire fabrication process. The key
reason is the importance of controlling gate and interconnect linewidths and thicknesses.

Both gate delay and drive current are proportional to the inverse of the gate length. In cur

rent deep submicron technology, the low level interconnect linewidths are approaching the
gate linewidth. The gate lengths have to be tightly controlled across chips and wafers so
that timing of signals can be well-correlated and placed in sequence. It is estimated that

Inm in channelcriticaldimension (CD) variation is equivalent to IMHz chip-speed varia
tion, and is thus worth about $7.50 in the selling price of each chip [1.3]. Yu et al have
concluded that CD variation is mostly attributed to the lithography step, rather than other

process steps [1.4]. Process improvement for CD control requires the design and use of
novel metrology, which can monitor resist coat thickness and uniformity, photo-active
compound (PAC), photo-acid generator (PAG) and solvent concentration, pre/post bake
temperature effect uniformity, development uniformity, and final delivered CD. The driver

behind this proliferation of sensors is that significantly complicated interaction exists
among the processing conditions. Rich sensing data are more likely to capture this latent
information.

Optical metrology is often preferred in semiconductor manufacturing for many reasons.

Optical probes are usually non-destructive and non-invasive. Optical probes can be
deployed for real-time monitoring and control because of their low cost, small footprint,
high accuracy and robustness. This thesis will focus on the optical metrology design and
analysis.

In the lithography process, based on the specific process step, the metrology can be defined

for use on either unpattemed or patterned films; based on the types of observables, the
metrology can target either direct or indirect measurands. Direct measurands include the

physically existing properties which can be directly measured, suchas thin-film thickness,
chemical composition, CD profile, etc. Indirect measurands include those characteristics
which must be extracted or interpreted from the measurement, such as optical properties n
and k, Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) parameters, resist model parameters,
etc.

The goal of this thesis is to provide an affordable yet accurate metrology system for lithog
raphy processing. In particular, the exponential increase in equipment cost by generation
will drive the need to prolong the useful equipment life of each generation in manufacturing
[1.5]. The theme of this thesis is that, through the aid of computation and intelligent metrol
ogy, more process information can be extracted from existing sensors.

Even though the metrology system is designed for lithography processing, the technology
can be transferred to other processes, such as etching, CMP, etc. The objectives of the
metrology design are three-fold: the cost of equipment and manufacturing will be shifted
to the cost of computation as much as possible; sensors will be designed for in-line or in-

situ process control; the metrology will be applicable in current technology and also
extendable to future technology.

1.2 Thesis Organization
This thesis will present a systematic metrology system for unpattemed and patterned
wafers in the lithography process.

The thesis begins by providing a review of the DUV lithography process. Advanced resist,
resolution enhancement techniques, mask techniques, etc. all make optical lithography one
of the most challenging fields in the semiconductor industry. Then we review the current

metrology in the lithography process. A schematic flow of the metrology design in this
thesis is introduced at the end of Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 introduces simulated annealing, a global optimization technique, which is
heavily used in this work. Simulated annealing has become an often used tool to tackle hard

optimizationproblems in various fields of science. Its underlying idea of modeling the crys
tal growth process in nature is easy to understand and simple to implement. However, the

performance of simulated annealing depends crucially on the annealing schedule. Simu

lated annealing was introduced for combinatorial optimization, and successful in many
applications related to combinatorial optimization, such as the travelling salesman prob
lem, VLSI computer-aided design (CAD), etc. Several simulated annealing algorithms for

functions ofcontinuous variables are discussed and implemented. This powerful optimiza
tion tool is the foundation of optical property extraction, resist model parameter extraction,
and other optimization problems when local minima exist.

Chapter 4 introduces the metrology for unpattemed thin-films. In this category, thin-film
thickness and the optical propertiesare the most importantobservables. Differentmaterials

have different optical property characteristics; even the same material through different
process conditions hasdifferent optical property characteristics. Optical property is usually
described by a dispersion relation. There are several simple empirical dispersion formula
tions, such as the Cauchy and the Sellmeier equations. However, in the DUV range, these
formulations fail for most materials. In this thesis work, dispersion formulations derived

from Kramers-Kronig relations are used with the aid of simulated annealing. A statistical
enhancement strategy is proposed based on computational experimental design andBayesian variable screening to overcome the large metrology dimension problem. A bootstrap
method is introduced for testing the accuracy of simulated annealing. Two examples are
given to illustrate the metrology. The first example shows the thickness and optical prop
ertyextraction for polycrystalline silicon by using spectroscopic reflectometry. Thesecond

example shows the DUV photoresist characterization byusing spectroscopic ellipsometry.
The next two chapters present a novel scatterometry for patterned thin-films. The conven

tional scatterometry prototype based on single wavelength, multiple incident or collect
angleleadsto complicatedequipmentand is not scalablewith technology. This thesisintro
duces the specular spectroscopic scatterometry. "Specular" means that only 0th order dif

fraction light needs to be measured, "spectroscopic" means that the measured light is
broadband, "scatterometry" means that diffraction gratings are used as the test structures.

The scattering behavior of diffraction gratings must be fully understood. Chapter 5
describes a rigorous theory for analyzing the diffraction gratings. The rigorous coupledwave analysis (ROWA) algorithms are summarized and implemented into a numerical

package. It is shown that the choice of correct RCWA formulation and number of retained
orders is essential to the simulation accuracy and speed.

Chapter 6 evaluates the design of specular spectroscopic scatterometry. The emphasis of
this design is to utilize existing optical metrology equipment. Specular spectroscopic scat

terometry uses traditional spectroscopic ellipsometers to measure 1-dimensional gratings.
A library-based CD profile extraction methodology is presented. Experimental validation
has been performed with a focus-exposure matrix experiment. This metrology can be used
with current technology and is expected to be extended to the 0. Ipm generation.

Finally, conclusions and future work related to this research are given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Background

In this chapter, optical lithography and related metrologies are briefly reviewed. The
important factors and observables in optical imaging and metrology are summarized. A
schematic flow of the metrology is presented at the end.

2.1 Introduction to DUV Optical Lithography
Lithographic scaling has historically been accomplished by optimizing the parameters in

the Rayleigh model for image resolution. The Rayleigh criterion for the minimum resolv
able feature size R is

« = Ic,-

(2.1)

and depth of focus DOF is
DOF =

(2J)

where X is the exposure wavelengthand NA is the numerical apertureof the objective lens,
and ^2 are process dependent constants. To pattern devices with decreasing feature size,
photoresist exposure wavelengths were reduced and numerical apertures were increased.
However, the evolution of imaging systems is usually accompanied by a shrinking process

window, such as, a decrease in the allowed depth of focus and exposure latitude, and a cor
responding decrease in overlay tolerance.

The DUV lithography process is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The lithography process consists
of many sequential modules such as the resist spin coat, soft bake, exposure, post-exposure

bake and development. The DUV lithography process provides the process engineer with

numerous opportunities to monitor the process and wafer states. To design in-situ sensors

and metrology, itis important tounderstand these lithography modules and processing con
stituents, such as materials (photoresist, developer and anti-reflection materials), process

ing equipment (wafer track, stepper) and masks.

I I

Thin-Film

Preparation

Spin Coat

Exposure

&

&
PBB

Soft Bake

Develop

Figure 2.1 DUV lithography process sequence and wafer states.

2.1.1 Chemically Amplified Resist
The chemical amplification concept was invented at IBM Research and was quickly

brought into use in production [2.1]. The need of chemical amplification in the DUV imag
ing process is driven by the relatively low DUV light intensity available at the wafer plane
from exposure tools.

The classic near-UV positive resist consisting of a novolac resin and a photoactive diaz-

onaphthoquinone dissolution inhibitor does not perform adequately because of its exces
sive unbleachable {i.e., inability to become more transparent during exposure) absorption

in the deep-UV region. The resist systems based on photochemical events that require sev
eral photons to generate one useful product have inherently limited sensitivities.
In order to circumvent this intrinsic sensitivity limitation and to dramatically increase the

resist sensitivity, the concept ofchemical amplification was proposed and reported in the
early 80's by Ito, Willson and Frechet [2.2]. In chemically amplified resist systems, acat

alytic species generated by irradiation induces acascade of subsequent chemical transfer-

mations, providing a gain mechanism. The use of acidas a catalyst has eventually become
themajor foundation for the entirefamily of advanced resist systems, andthe DUV lithog
raphy is based on chemically amplified resists.

2.1.2 Exposure Tools
Coincident with the need to decrease optical wavelength to keep pace with resolution

requirements, there is a need to decouple resolution and overlay capability from increasing
field-size requirements. It appears that step-and-scan technology is dominant for the DUV
generation of production lithography equipment.
Traditionally, the lithographic requirements have been stated in terms of the key stepper

parametersof focus offset and exposure energy dose, often as an exposure-defocus process
window. Dose and focus are two of the most important variables for the stepper process
control.

2.1.3 Optical Lithography Modeling
Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) tools are playing an important role in the

design and manufacturing of ICs. Accurate materials, process, and device modeling and
simulation are critical to timely, economic development of current and future integrated cir

cuit technology. Reliance on experimental verification of process and device characteristics

is incompatible with the pace of technology advancement. To meet the "grand challenge"
of measurement requirements, IC manufacturing has to rely on more sophisticated comput

ing techniques rather than expensive metrology equipment. As the cost of computation
decreases while the cost of experimentation and equipment increases, TCAD tools are
becoming essential cost effective alternatives. Simulation and modeling become indispens
able tools for metrology design.

Optical lithography modeling began from the early work by F. H. Dill [2.3][2.4][2.5].
Sophisticated software that simulates the lithography processing were developed by vari
ous researchers, including SAMPLE [2.6], PROLITH [2.7], and SOLID-C [2.9].
The effect of lithography process is studied by understanding the influence of the each pro

cess step of Figure 2.1. Basic lithographic modeling steps include image formation, resist

exposure, post-exposure bake diffusion and development [2.8]. Corresponding models are
shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Modeling flowchart of a lithography simulation.
Most of these models are very complicated and highly nonlinear. Matching the simulation

results to the real measurementbecomes a challenge because of nonlinearity and local min
ima. A simulated annealing assisted approach is proposedand successfullydeployed in this
thesis.

2.2 Review of Metrology in Lithography Process
2.2.1 Spectroscopic Reflectometry
In spectroscopic reflectometry, the reflected light intensities are measured in a broadband

wavelengthrange. In most setups, nonpolarized light is used at normal incidence. The big
gest advantage of spectroscopic reflectometry is its simplicity and low cost. Figure 2.3
shows the setup of conventional spectroscopic reflectometry.

Figure 2.3 Spectroscopic reflectometry measurements.

In reflectometry, only light intensities are measured. ^ = |rp is the relation between the
reflectance R and the complex reflection coefficient r.

Spectroscopic reflectometry hasbeensuccessfully developed for I-linelithography process
control [2.10]. Leang proposed a method to link the photoresistextinction coefficient k to
Dill's parameters through

Ak

where A(A.) is the net absorption of the inhibitor, and B(X) is the net absorption of the base
resin, PAC is the photoactive compound concentration, n and k are extracted from the
Cauchy dispersion relation by a nonlinear constrained local optimizer [2.11].
Although the idea of this work is novel, the computational method Leang proposed is not
suitable in the DUV regime for several reasons. First, the accuracy and usefulness of this

metrology depends on the accuracy of measured k. Simple dispersion relations, such as the

Cauchy relation Leang used, can not be applied for many materials in the DUV range. Sec
ond, local optimization techniques are not appropriate for complicated dispersion formula
tions.

2.2.2 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
Spectroscopic ellipsometry has become an essential metrology tool for the semiconductor

industry [2.12]. The component waves of the incident light, which are linearly polarized

with the electric field vibrating parallel (p or TM) or perpendicular (s or TE) to the plane
of incidence, behave differently upon reflection. The component waves experience differ
ent amplitude attenuations and different absolute phase shifts upon reflection; hence, the
state of polarization is changed. Ellipsometry refers to the measurement of the state of

polarization before and after reflection for the purpose of studying the properties of the
reflecting boundary. The measurement is usually expressed as

p = tan^'eJ^ =
where

and

r„

(2.4)

the complex reflection coefficient for TM and TE waves.

Ellipsometry derives its sensitivity from the fact that the polarization-altering properties of
the reflecting boundary are modified significantly even when ultra-thin films are present.
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Consequently, ellipsometry has become a major means of characterizing thin films. The
basics of ellipsometry are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
P.

E

P

E

Figure 2.4 Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements.

Ellipsometry measures polarization-state-in vs. polarization-state-out. Although visible
light is used most commonly, propagation of virtually any transverse (polarizable) wave
can lead to an ellipsometric measurement.

The advantage of ellipsometry over reflectometry is its accuracy. First, ellipsometry mea
sures the polarization state of light by looking at the ratio of values rather than the absolute

intensity of the reflected light. This property is especially useful in the DUV wavelength
range, where very little light is typically available. Second, ellipsometry can gather the
phase information in addition to reflectivity information. Phase information provides more
sensitivity to the thin-film variation.

For lithography process control, semiconductor materials, anti-reflective coatings and pho
toresists need to be characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry. In the DUV range, most
of the above materials are absorbing. We now consider the case of an absorbing film which
has a complex index of refraction at a given wavelength. The real and imaginary parts of
the refractive index and the thickness of the film cannot all be determined from a single set
of ellipsometer readings. Since a set of ellipsometer readings consists of only two values,
NP and A, it cannot determine all three quantities for the film. However, by increasing the
number of ellipsometer measurements, both real and imaginary parts of an unknown com
plex refractive index of a film may be determined. There are several options:

• A series of ellipsometer readings is obtained for films of different but unknown thick
ness, with the same refractive index;

• Ellipsometer readings are obtained on a single film for different surrounding media of
known refractive index;

• Ellipsometer readings are obtained for a single film at various angles of incidence;
• Ellipsometer readings are obtainedfor a single film for multiple wavelengths. A known
formulation is needed to describe the refractive index over a range of wavelengths.

Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (VASE) tools are developed for this purpose
[2.13][2.14]. The data analysis techniques depend on the used dispersion relation formula
tion. The method which commercial tools employ usually consists of two steps. First, the

film thickness and the real part of the index n in the transparent region (/: = 0, usually in
the red or near infrared range) are extracted by a local optimization algorithm. Then, the
film thickness is used for both n and k extraction at shorter wavelengths where the film is

absorbing. The advantage of this approach is that it achieves unique solutions. In each step,
there are two unknowns and two measured parameters. The disadvantage is the inherent

lack of accuracy. Because the determination of the wavelength range where /: = 0 is quite
arbitrary, small errors of the film thickness extracted in the transparent region can be prop

agated and magnified in the shorter wavelength region. In this thesis, we address this prob
lem by using dispersion models derived from Kramers-Kronig relation and a global
optimization technique.

2.2.3 Fourier IVansform Infrared Spectroscopy
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is the intensity measurement of the infrared light absorbed by a
sample. Infrared light is energetic enough to excite molecular vibrations to higher energy

levels. The wavelengths of IR absorption bands are characteristic of specific types of chem
ical bonds, and IR spectroscopy finds its greatest utility in the identification of organic and

organometallic molecules. The IR spectrum of a compound is essentially the superposition

of absorption bands of specific functional groups, yet subtle interactions with the surround
ing atoms of the molecule impose the stamp of individuality on the spectrum of each com
pound. For qualitative analysis, one of the best features of an infrared spectrum is that the
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absorption orthe lack ofabsorption inspecific wavelengths can becorrelated with specific
stretching and bending motions of the molecular bonds and, in some cases, with the rela

tionship of these groups to the remainder of the molecule. Thus, by interpretation of the
spectrum,it is possible to state that certain functional groups are present in the material and

that certain others are absent. FTIR has been demonstrated in the characterization of pho
toresist thin films, including monitoringof solvent loss during the post-bake, determination
of the glass transition temperature, and deprotection reaction kinetics [2.15]. Many of these
applications depend on an accurate optimization procedure because the internal material

kinetics are very complicated and nonlinear. However, local optimization techniques were
applied in most publications. This usually requires a relatively good initial guess. Global
optimization techniques have been successfully applied in interpreting the FTIR measure
ment by Jakatdar et al. [2.16].
2.2.4 SEM

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is currently the instrument of choice in produc
tion for measuring submicron-sized features because of its nanometer-scale resolution,

high throughput and precision. SEM includes both cross-sectional and top-down types.
Cross-sectional SEM can provide profile information for patterned features. Figure 2.5 is
an example of cross-sectional SEM. The advantage of cross-sectional SEM is that the
visual image can be immediately used for process characterization, the disadvantage is that

the measurement itself is destructive and time consuming, and the precise profiles depend
on the applied image processing techniques.

Figure 2.5 An example of cross-sectional SEM for CD profiles.

Top-down CD-SEM, as the name implies, is not a cross-sectional technique. CD-SEM
image intensity does not correspond directly to actual surface height. Techniques for deter
mining the actual edge position from an intensity scan are somewhat arbitrary. The linewidth, or CD measurement can vary significantly depending on the edge detection

algorithm used. As an example. Figure 2.6 shows the SEM intensity scans of two grating

structures, measured by KLA-Tencor 8lOOXP™ CD-SEM. The two gratings are processed
from the same mask (280nm line and 560nm pitch) with different process conditions. Each
grating was measured twice at the same location. For the left grating, the repeated measure
ment error is about 21.2nm; for the right grating, the repeated measurement error is about

0.3nm. The most appropriate algorithm and threshold must be determined by comparison
to a suitable reference tool. Also, the build-up of charge in the sample under the electron

beam is one of the most pervasive problems encountered in all of the applications of the
SEM.

scanl

scan2

[1
Ml

torn

iM>

9W.

Figure 2.6 Examples of CD-SEMscans on two differentCD profiles.

In addition to the above limitation, CD-SEM can not provide film thickness information
and can not resolve undercut features. There are attempts to provide better estimates about

the feature shape from analyzing the CD SEM intensity scan signal [2.17]. However, the
accuracy of these approaches in lithography process characterization is unclear, because

differentdose and focus settings usually generate considerablydifferent CD film thickness
values.
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2.2.5 CD-AFM

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) combines exceptional depth and lateral resolution tooffer

a wealth of information about the resist feature's width, wall angles, and thickness. AFM
isan excellent reference tool for other metrology [2.18]. Unfortunately, AFM scan rates are
currently very slow, and tip shape and stability have significant impact on measurement
accuracy and reproducibility. In addition, AFM analysis is often overly sensitive to local

film and sidewall roughness. At present, AFM istoo slow to be used for real-time imaging
or high speed CD measurements.

2.2.6 Scatterometry

Scatterometry is the metrology which relates the geometry of a sample to its scattering
effects. The improved sensitivity and simplicity of diffraction were incorporated into pro
cess monitoring by Kleinkecht, Bosenberg and Meier [2.19][2.20]. Electromagnetic scat

tering and optical imaging issues related to linewidth measurement of polysilicon gate
structures were investigated in U. C. Berkeley by K. Tadros and A. R. Neureuther [2.21].

This is pioneering work in terms of using diffraction gratings for IC manufacturing. The
simulations were performed using normal incident TEpolarized illumination by a rigorous
electromagnetic scattering simulator, TEMPEST [2.22]. However, the measurements were

collected using unpolarized illumination. For ID grating, TE, TM and unpolarized incident
light have different diffraction effects.

Single-wavelength, variable-incident/collect angle scatterometry hasbeen used to measure
periodic photoresist structures with relatively good agreement with other measurement

techniques [2.23][2.24]. The variable-angle design makes the equipment very expensive
and not easy for use in-situ. Inthis thesis, I propose the concept and design ofspecular spec-

troscopic scatterometry. Experiments and simulations show that specular spectroscopic
scatterometry can provide reliable cross-sectional profile information for the current and
future technology generations.
2.2.7 Electrical Test for CD Measurement
Electrical resistance measurements can be used to determine dimensions of line test struc

tures that serve as proxies for actual devices [2.25][2.26][2.27]. Since test structures are
16

fabricated on the same wafer with actual devices, evaluating the measured resistance can

help determine the accuracy of lithography, etch, and other processes. Among the short
comings of this method are lack of CD cross-sectional information, thin-film thickness
variation, effect of joule heating, etc.

2.3 A Schematic Flow of the Metrology in this Thesis
A series of metrology techniques is proposed in this thesis for DUV lithography. The
underlying theme throughout these techniques is low cost, ease of use for in-line or in-situ

deployment, and applicability for future generation of technology. Novel metrology is
designed and tested by using existing equipment. The cost of the equipment is shifted to

computation by a thoroughunderstanding of the material modeling, lithography modeling,
intelligent use of testing structures, such as diffraction gratings, and intelligent use of test
ing schemes, such as statistical experiment designs.
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Figure 2.7 A schematic metrology flow in lithography processes.
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The thin-film being measured can belong to either unpattemed or patterned film. Figure 2.7
shows the metrology flow in this thesis. Spectroscopic reflectometry and spectroscopic

ellipsometry are used for thickness and optical property characterization for unpattemed
thin-films, while optical properties can be further correlated to the processing conditions.

Spectral Spectroscopic Scatterometry is designed to evaluate the overall,lithography per
formance. In other words, it is used for photoresist profile characterization. The limitation

of spectral spectroscopic scatterometry is that it can only characterize periodic test struc
tures. CD-SEM and CD-AFM can be used for non-periodic structures and as the reference
tools for scatterometry.
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Chapter 3
Simulated Annealing for Continuous
Variable Optimization

3.1 Introduction
Optimization problems occur in all areas of science and engineering, arising whenever
thereis a needto minimize or maximize an objective function that depends on a set of vari
ables, while satisfying some constraints. The optimization techniques can be classified as

either local or global. A local optimization algorithm is one that iteratively improves its
estimate of the minimum by searching for better solutions in a local neighborhood of the
current solution. Many local optimization techniques and related software packages have
been developed [3.1].

In many practical problems it is unknown whether the objective function is unimodal in the

desired region. The main weakness of local optimization algorithms is their inability to

escape from local minima. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The optimization process will
be trapped in local minima if the initial value is not chosen wisely. Therefore, methods
designed for global optimization are needed in these cases.

For handling global optimization problems, some new approaches have recently emerged,

inspired by physical phenomena. In particular, simulated annealing [3.2], genetic algo

rithms [3.4], tabu search [3.5], and neural networks [3.6] have been successfully imple
mented and used in many practical applications.
Kirkpatrick et al. introduced an optimization procedure which is referred to as "simulated

annealing (SA)" [3.3]. In this technique, one or more artificial temperatures are introduced
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Figure 3.1 Trapped in a local minimum.

and gradually cooled, in complete analogy with the well-known annealing technique fre
quently used in metallurgy for molten solid reaching its crystalline state. Annealing is the
process by which a material initially undergoes extended heating and then is slowly cooled.
Thermal vibrations permit a reordering of the atoms/molecules to a highly structured lat
tice, or a low energy state.

The idea can be applied to optimization problems in the following way. First, a new point
is randomly sampled. If it generates a new minimum value, it is always accepted. If not, it
is accepted when a random number between 0 and 1 is less than a probability defined by a
mathematical function of temperamre, usually the Boltzmann equation. Early in the itera

tive process, the mathematical function generates values near 1, and most points are
accepted. By adjusting a temperature parameter in the probability function, smaller values
will be generated across successive cooling iterations, and eventually, only points that pro
duce better solutions are accepted. Simulated annealing has been very successful in IC

CAD combinatorial optimization applications, such as standard-cell placement, global

routing and placement, gate-array placement, [3.7] [3.8] [3.9], etc. The success of the
method appears to be a consequence of exploring a large number of combinations, and of
the small probability of being trapped by local minima until late in the iterative process.
Extensive work has been done on extending simulated annealing ideas from combinatorial

problems to continuous functions, including Szu and Hartley [3.10], Ingber [3.11][3.12],
Tsallis and Stariolo [3.14], Corana et al. [3.15] and Siarry et al. [3.16], etc.
In the following sections, first we briefly discuss the basics of simulated annealing. Then
we will discuss several algorithms for continuous variable optimization, such as Conven23

tional Simulated Annealing (CSA), Fast Simulated Annealing (PSA), Generalized Simu

lated Annealing (GSA), and Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA).

3.2 Basics of Simulated Annealing
The global optimization problem of concern is

minimize

f{x)

subject to

where jc is a vectorin D -dimensional space

x^e [A,-, B,]

(3.1)

, withelements (;cj, ^2,..., Xj^). x^ can be

either a continuous or a discrete variable. Given a state x, the value of objective function
is also called the energy E.

Most simulated annealing algorithms can be described by means of the pseudo-code shown

in Figure 3.2. There are five major components in SA implementation:

• Temperature sequence function Tj^. Tj^ is the temperature parameter where k is the
number of times the temperature parameter has changed. The initial value, Tq , is gen

erally relatively high, so that most changes are acceptedand there is little chance of the

algorithm been trapped in a local minimum. Tf^ is alsocalledthe "cooling schedule",
which determines the reduction of the temperature parameter through the process of
optimization.

• Repetition function Lf^. This represents the numberof searches at a temperature step
until some sort of "equilibrium" is approached.

• Probability density function g(jr) of state-space of D parameters. g(x) determines
how to generate a new state from the previous state. Usually g(x) depends on the tem
perature, dimension of the parameterspace, and some other factors.

• Probability function h(AE, Tj^) for acceptance of a new state given the previous state.
• Stopping criterion. This is to decide when the search will be terminated.
For combinatorial optimization problems, the variables are subject to discrete changes

only. Forcontinuous optimization, the continuity has to be taken into account by suitably
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Basic Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Begin

Initialize (fc,

x,-, Lj^) while /: = 0;

Repeat
Repeat

Generate state Xj a neighbor to x,-;
Calculate AE = Ej - E^;
ifAccept(AE, Tf^)== true then x,. = Xj
until Lj^;
k = k + I

Update

Update Tf^
until StoppingCriterion == tme
End

Subroutine Accept( AE, T/^)
if AE < 0 then return true
else

if random(0,l) < h{AE, Tj^)) then
return true

else

return false
endif
endif
End

Figure 3.2 Basic Simulated Annealing Algorithm.

selected discretization steps: very small steps result in an incomplete exploration of the

variation domain withsmall andfrequent function improvements; very large steps produce
too many unacceptable function variations.
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3.3 Simulated Annealing Algorithms for Continuous
Variables
The challenge of simulated annealing is to cool the temperature as fast as possible, without
getting trappedin a local minimum. In other words, we want the fastest annealing schedule
which preserves the probability being equal to one of ending in a global minimum. Arbi
trarily reducing the temperature will not guarantee a global minimum. We will discuss four
"rigorous" simulated annealing algorithms, CSA, FSA, GSA and ASA.

3.3.1 Conventional Simulated Annealing (CSA)
Conventional Simulated Annealing is also called Boltzmann Annealing. The acceptance

probability is based on the chances of obtaining a new state with energy

^ j relative to

a previous state with energy Ej^,

rexp(A£/rt)

where A£ =

.

An important aspect of simulated annealing is how to generate the ranges of the parameters

to be searched. Let

be the deviation of Xj^ from

_ j. CSA uses a Gaus

sian distribution in the state generating function

g{^x) = (27tr)-^/2exp(_(A;c)V(2r)).

(33)

A logarithmic temperature schedule is consistent with the Boltzmann algorithm; the tem
perature schedule is

Tf^ = TQ{{\nk^)/{\nk)).

(3.4)

It has been proved that there exists an initial temperature Tq large enough so that global
minimum can be obtained [3.13]. However, the logarithmic temperature schedule is rela
tively slow.
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3.3.2 Fast Simulated Annealing (FSA)
Fast Simulated Annealing is also known as Cauchy Annealing. The acceptance function

/z(AF, Tf^) remains the same as that of CSA. However, this algorithm deploys a semi-local
search strategy using the infinite variance Cauchy probability density to generate a random

process. The jump from a previous state to a current state is frequently local, but it can occa
sionally be quite long. The Cauchy distribution is defined as

" ((A;c)2 +7|)(D+I)''2'
which has a fatter tail than the Gaussian form of the Boltzmann distribution, permitting
easier access to test local minima in the search for the desired global minimum. This
method has an annealing schedule exponentially faster than the method of Boltzmann
annealing. The temperature schedule of FSA is

= T^/k.

(3.6)

It has been proved that there exists an initial temperature Tg large enough for the global
minimum to be obtained [3.10].

3.3.3 Generalized Simulated Annealing (GSA)
Inspired by a recent generalization of Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics, Tsallis and Stariolo heu-

ristically developed analgorithm called Generalized Simulated Annealing [3.14]. The goal

ofthe development istogeneralize both CSA and FSA within aunified picture. Inthis algo
rithm, two parameters qy and

are introduced.

The acceptance probability is based on the chances of obtaining a new state with energy
Ef^ ^ j relative to a previous state with energy

,

^k+I

h,,(AE,Tl) =
(1 +((9a-

I

The cooling schedule is given by
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(3.7)

qv.K
av k

^

2'"-' -1

~ ^ '''•'(l+t)9^-l_l
av \
Z i
•

(3.8)

The state generation function is given by

Wv-1

=

2 )

^_L_ n

Uv-l 2j

CrV

\{-D)/(3-qy)

^^qv,k^

yA
(Ax^)^

l + (9v-l) (fV \2/{3-qY)

\

1

^ +D

\

(9v-l)

(3.9)

^^qv^kf

The algorithm is very similar to that Figure 3.2, except for the acceptance rule. The accep
tance rule is show in the following pseudo-code:

Subroutine Accept(AE,Tf^)
if AE < 0 then retum true
else

ifrandom(0,l) < h^^(AE,

)) then

retum true

else

fA

qA^k

_ xV

^qy,k

return false

endif
endif
End

When qy =

= 1, GSA is essentially CSA; when qy/2 =

= 1, GSA becomes

PSA. By setting different qy and q^, GSA may achieve higher speeds than PSA.

3.3.4 Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA)
The state generation functions of both CSA and PSA have infinite ranges. In the practical

problems, usually the parameters have finite ranges. The Adaptive Simulated Annealing
algorithm is developed for this problem [3.12].
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In ASA, thereare two temperature notations, namely the parameter temperature T- associ
ated with the iih parameter and the cost temperature

.

Tf controls the generation function of the i thparameter. The state of i thparameter

+1

at annealing time k + 1 with the range x'f^^ i g [A,-, B,] is calculated from the previous
state xj^ by
+

(3.10)

«r(p)=n—r^i
^ +i/r,) •
iA2(|p'| +r,.)in(i

(3.11)

where /?' € [-1, 1].
The generation function is

i = 1

and p' is generated from value u'. m' is from the uniform distribution u' g f/[0,1 ] by

/?'• = sgn(M'-0.5)1,.[(1 -H l/r,.)t2"'-n_ 1] .

(3.12)

If x'f^^i falls outside of the range [A,-, B,], /?' is re-generated until x'f^^ i is in the correct
range.

A cooling schedule for T- is

Ti(,k) = To,.exp(-c,i,.'''°)

(3.13)

where Toi is the initial temperature of the i th parameter, /:,• is the number of generation for
the / th parameter, and c,- is the cooling scaling factor for 7,-. Tq • is usually set to 1.
A cooling schedule for

is

^cost(^cost) = ^0,co«exp(-Ccost^iM?)
where Tq

is the initial temperature of the acceptance function,

acceptance, and

is the cooling scaling factor for

. Tq ^ost

(3-M)
is the number of
usually set to the

average initial value of some initial sample mns.
There are two important tuning parameters,

Temperature_Anneal_Scale

to control c,-,
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Temperature_Ratio_Scale

and

C. =-(Iog(j^))exp^-i^^|^j

(3.15)

Another tuning parameter Cost_Parameter_Scale_Ratio s„p is used to link
cost

COSL

and c-,
I
(3.16)

=

Even through c,- can be set according to i th parameter, however, for simplicity, usually it
is set to be independent of i.

It is important to understand the relation between these parameters and the parameter gen
eration function. Figure 3.3 shows the effectof changing
Figure 3.4 shows the effect of changing

on the parameter temperature.

on the parameter temperature. As shown in

Figure 3.5, the larger dimension, the slower the parameter temperature is reduced. When
the parameter temperature is high, the "new" generated state can be anywhere within the
parameter boundary. As the parameter temperature gets smaller, the "new" state is closer

to the "previous" state. This is shown in Figure3.6. Notice that even at a low temperature,
there is still a chance for the "new" state to be generatedfar away from the "previous"state.
In other words, it is still possibile to escape the "trap" of a local minimum even at a low
temperature.
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Figure 3.3 The effect of Temperature_Anneal_Scale
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Figure 3.6 Histogram of the parameter generated values with respect to the parameter
temperature.

3.4 Discussion
Simulated Annealing's true strength lies in its ability to statistically deliver a "true" global
optimum. There are no theoretical reasons for assuming it will be more efficient than any
other algorithm that can also find the global optimum. The performance of various simu
lated annealing algorithm depends on the values of the tuning parameters.
In this thesis, we apply a hybrid optimization framework shown in Figure 3.7. The hybrid
ization of optimization techniques exploits the strengths of both global optimization tech
niques and local optimization techniques. We have two steps in the optimization. First, we
usually start in a nonconvex optimization space, and the simulated annealing algorithm is
deployed. The dimensionality of the optimization will be reduced based on the trace of sim
ulated annealing and computational experimental design. When we have the confidence

that the optimization already identifies regions of high potential, we will switch to local

optimization techniques to quickly converge on the local minimum. Through hybridization,
the optimization strategy can be tailored to suit the specific characteristics of the problem.

Global + Local

Optimizers

parameters

Application
Simulators

Figure 3.7 A hybrid optimization framework.
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Chapter 4
Metrology for Unpatterned Thin-Films

The increasing demands for in-situ statistical process control (SPC) in the semiconductor

industry have elevated the need for high performance metrology. As we move to deep submicron technology and larger wafers, the accuracy and repeatability of the metrology

system in capturing the temporal and spatial process variation becomes more important.
For unpatterned thin-films, the most important metrology observables are the optical prop

erties and the thickness of the film. In this chapter we describe a global optimization based
metrology and a set of statistical techniques for improving and evaluating the metrology
system. Simulated annealing is used as the global optimizer. Our techniques include statis

tical experiment design and Bayesian analysis that help us focus only on the important fac
tors, while ignoring those that are statistically insignificant. Bootstrap evaluation of the
metrology is performed based on those important factors. Characterization of polysilicon
and DUV photoresist are shown as the examples. It is expected that this methodology will
greatly facilitate the speed and characterization of in-situ metrology, which is essential to
process control applications.

4.1 Introduction
Spectroscopic reflectometry and ellipsometry have become essential tools in the semicon
ductor industry. The optical behavior of a thin-film can be described by its refractive index
n, extinction coefficient k and thickness. Exact knowledge of the optical properties of

semiconductor processing materials is needed in order to take complete advantage of vari
ous schemes, such as reflectometry, ellipsometry and scatterometiy, etc. Accurate optical

properties and thickness values are indeed important process observables. On one hand,
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accurate optical properties can reflect the process conditions; on the other hand, optical

properties must be accurate for process control purposes, because that they have significant
effects on the extracted thickness values. The thickness values are used for many process

control applications [4.1][4.2]. Inaccurate optical properties will lead to inaccurate thick
ness values, and finally lead to unpredictable control results.

In thecurrent generation of technology, better knowledge about thematerial is needed over
a broad wavelength range, usually from 240nm to 800nm. However, in this wavelength
range, simple dispersion relations, such as the Cauchy and Sellmeier formulations, do not
work. A more sophisticated adaptive dispersion formulation is required.

Shown in Figure 4.1, the principle of data analysis for both reflectometry and ellipsometry
can be formulated as an optimization problem.The theoretical optical responses can be cal
culated from the optical properties and thickness of each film. Measured and theoretical

optical response curves can be matched by extracting the film thickness and optical prop
erties. The objective of the analysis is to match the theoretical and measured spectra by

finding the correct thickness, n{X) and k{X) at a range of wavelength X.

measured

n(^)
cost

optimizer
m

theoretical

simulation
Thick

Figure 4.1 Principle of data analysis for spectroscopic reflectometry and spectroscopic
ellipsometry.

Because of its experimental simplicity, normal incidence reflectometry is often integrated
into the real-time process control paradigm for several reasons: good spatial resolution,

high throughput, high precision, good accuracy and ease of automation. The spectral reflec
tance of a sample is measured through relative reflectance methods by using a bare silicon

wafer as a standard [4.3]. For spectroscopic reflectometry, the optimization problem can be
formulated as

(^measured, X"^theoretical, A,)
A.

where

is the optimization weight, /^theoretical, X

^measured, \

theoretical reflectance and

the measured reflectance.

Spectroscopic ellipsometry achieves its sensitivity by measuring the changes in polariza
tion states of a reflected light beam. The fundamental equation of ellipsometry (4.2) calcu

lates the ratio of the complex reflection coefficients of the transverse electric (TE) wave and
transverse magnetic (TM) wave,

p = rp/r^ = tanT'e'^.

(4.2)

The TE and TM components are also called s poleirization and p polarization, respectively.
Generally, tanT* and the real part of the phase term, cos A, are used for data analysis. For

spectroscopic ellipsometry, the optimization problem can be formulated as

mm\ X((tan^„,easured.X- tan4'^heoretical.x)^^tanM'.X +
^X
( C O S ^ —C O S ^ )

^)
(43)

or

j

measured, x)

^theoretical, X^^ ^tanM', X

^X

(COSAj^g^sured, X~
where

^theoretical, X^ ^cosA, X^ f

and WgosA,x ^re the optimization weights,

(4.4)

tanT'^g3sured,X'

tan^theoreticaU' cosA^g^^^^jj^ and cosA^heoreticaU are functions of optical properties
and thicknesses of all the thin-film in the stack.
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For spectroscopic ellipsometry, the problemof limiteddetectorresolution can be magnified
when reporting the values of

. This makes the resolution of tanT questionable when

0 at some wavelengths. At the optimization stage, the large discrepancy at the corre

sponding wavelengths will hamper further curve fitting. We use logarithm transformation

on tan^ to balance the information contribution from both

and r^. Figure 4.2 shows

the tan^' curves of a DUV photoresist on silicon thin-film stack before and after the loga
rithm transformation. The DUV photoresist was measured twice at the same location in one
wafer. By using logarithm transformation, the division variance of the data in the optimi
zation is stabilized. This is the reason that (4.4) is preferred to (4.3) when we formulate the
optimization problem.
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Figure 4.2 The effect of logarithm transformation on tan^'.

In this chapter, first we briefly discuss the theory on electromagnetic wave propagating in

a stratified medium. Dispersion models are reviewed and sophisticated dispersion models
derived from Kramers-Kronig analysis are used over wide wavelength range. We discuss
the use of them in spectroscopic reflectometry and ellipsometry. Simulated annealing is
used as the optimization engine. A set of statistical techniques is proposed to improve and
characterize the metrology system. Experimental results are presented at the end.
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4.2 Electromagnetic Wave Propagation in a Stratified
Medium
We are considering a plane, time-harmonic electromagnetic wave propagating through a
stratified medium shown in Figure 4.3 [4.4]. Any arbitrarily polarized plane wave can be
decomposed into transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waves. A wave is
called TE wave when its electric field vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, a
wave is called TM when its magnetic field vector is perpendicular to the plane of incidence.

Figure 4.3 Wave propagates in a stack of thin-film.
The optical properties of any homogeneous material can be described by a complex index
of refraction N = n-Jk, where n is the refractive index and k is the extinction coeffi

cient. The complex index of refraction N has the form of

>where p is the mag

netic permeability and 8 = 6}-782 is the complex dielectric function. For non-magnetic

materials, p = 1 and N ~ Je.
For the purpose of determining the behavior of a plane monochromatic wave propagate
through a stratified medium, the medium only need to be specified by an appropriate two
by two unimodular matrix M. M is also called the characteristic matrix of the stratified
medium.

In the case of Figure 4.3, the entire medium consists of one layer of film. If we set

•I

COS0,

(4.5)

and

=J^cosO

(4.6)

the characteristic matrix for a TE wave is

M(z) =

cos(kQNzcosQ) -^sin(/:oA^zcos0)

(4.7)

-ypsin(/:oA^zcos0) cosCkgNzcosO)
The characteristic matrix for a TM wave is the same as (4.7) with p replaced by ^.
If the medium consists of a stack of films, the characteristic matrix of the whole medium

can be calculated as a multiplication of all the characteristic matrices in the sequence, e.g..
wji mi2
M

=

=

(4.8)

mji m22

where A/,- is the characteristic matrix of the i th medium.
Let Ej ,|Xi and £^,

be the dielectric constants and the magnetic permeabilities of the

first and the last medium, and let 0} and 0^^ be the incident and transmitted angles, shown
in Figure 4.3.

/iT
VM-i

Let pj = I—COS0J and pj^ -

^

/-=cos0^. For a TE wave, the reflection and transmis-

sion coefficients are

r

=

(m,! +
- (>"21 + '"22Pl)
{m^^+m^•2PL)p^ + (mj, +m^2PL)

(4.9)

and

t

=

(m,, +m,2Pf.)p, + (mji

respectively.
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(4.10)

In terms of r and t, the reflectivity and transmissivity are

R = kp.

(4.11)

and

T =

(4.12)

Pi

Fora TM wave, (4.9)(4.10)(4.11)(4.12) are applicable on replacing P| and

by

<?, =Jicose,.

(4.13)

qi = ^^COSU^.

(4.14)

and

In spectroscopic reflectometry, unpolarized light is used, hence R = Rj^ = Rj^^, and R
is used for the theoretical reflectivity calculation. In spectroscopic ellipsometry, polarized
light is used. Complex values

and

are used for the calculation of tan*F and cos A.

4.3 Dispersion Models
Both the refractive index n and the extinction coefficient k depend on the wavelength of

light. A., and therefore on the photon energy, £, according to £ = {hc)/X where h is the
Planck's constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Sometimes there is only informa

tion about eitherthe realpart ej or the imaginary part £3 of thecomplex dielectric function
e. The other parameter can be determined by using the Kramers-Kronig relations, which
relate the real and imaginary parts of analytic functions. The complex function described

bythese relations mustlinearly relate a response to anexcitation in acausal manner. £j and
£2 of the dielectric function are relatedby the Kramers-Kronig relations
2 f~co'£2(a)')
£ (©) = £(oo) +--pJ
— -i/co'.

•'0 CO'2 - ©2
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(4.15)

,

.

2a)„r

EoCco) = -—P

. ,

—;

(4.16)

0 (0 ^ - co^

where CO is the angular optical frequency and P is the Cauchy principal value of the integral
taken at co' = co [4.5].

Some of the most often used dispersion models are reviewed next.

4.3.1 Cauchy Formulation
The Cauchy equations are empirical formulas with the following form:

(4.17)

where A„, B^, C„,

Cf^ are empirical parameters. Sometimes C„ and Cj^ are

neglected.
4.3.2 Sellmeier Formulation

The Sellmeier equations are empirical formulas as follows:

«w=

(4.18)

X2-C?

k{X) = 0

where

are empirical parameters and A.

.

4.3.3 Effective Medium Approximation (EMA)
The general equation that describes the Effective Medium Approximation (EMA) model is
8-e

e. - £/

—
+ aZu = ^y D/—
t: +
I

(4.19)

•

I = 1

where e,- and

are the complex dielectric functions of the i th and host effective medium,

0),- is the volume fraction of the i th material and there are m material components. The
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dielectric constant ofthe whole medium can be effectively described as 8. a is usually set
to value of 2 which can model a spherical microstructure. The Maxwell-Gamett, Lorentz-

Lorenz and Bruggeman are three commonly used simple EMAmodels. These three models

are often used for a natural first order approximation to model a rough surface layer [4.6].
The choice among these three different approximations depends on the microstructure of
the material.

The Maxwell-Gamett model is obtained bysetting oneof thematerials as thehost material.
For example, if the yth material is the host material, the Maxwell-Gamett model can be
simplified as

e + ae- - ^y '^i'e, + a8

(4.20)

/• = 1

The Bmggeman model is obtained by making the assumption of £/, = £. The Bmggeman
model can be simplified as
m

e.-e

/= 1

The Bmggeman model is used in most thin-film analysis because it is appropriate for
random oraggregated microstmctures. The Bmggeman EMA model has been successfully
used tosimulate the optical functions of surface roughness and interface layers [4.6].

The Lorentz-Lorenz model is obtained by assuming the host material is void (e^ = 1).The
Lorentz-Lorenz model can be simplified as
m

e-l

T-

S/-1

1= 1

4.3.4 Forouhi and Bloomer's Formulation

A model proposed by Forouhi and Bloomer (F&B) has received considerable attention

during thelasttenyears [4.7]. This model starts with a derived expression fortheextinction
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coefficient, and the refractive index is obtained from the extinction coefficient using Kramers-Kronig integration. The F&B equations are:

=

(4.23)

^E^-B;E+C;

n{E) = n(oo) + y

Bq^E + Co,.

,

(4.24)

So/ =^(-(y +V/-^I+c:,)),

(4.25)

Co, =^.((£,+C,)|-2£^C,).

(4.26)

Q, = i(4C,-B?)i'2,

(4.27)

^ E^-B;E+C:

I = I

where E^ represents the optical energy band-gap. These k{E) and n{E) are consistent
with the Kramers-Kronig dispersion equation. A,-, B- and C,- are fitting parameters, while
B/2 is equal to the i th term (peak) energy. A characteristic of the F-B equations is their
simplicity.

4.3.5 Jellison and Modine's Model

Jellison and Modine presented a parameterization for the optical functions of amorphous
semiconductors and insulators[4.8]. This model is also derived from the Kramers-Kronig
relations. Jellison and Modine's model is formulated as

AEoC(E-E^)^ 1
e^iE) =

(£2_£;2)2 + c2£2£

E>E.

0

E<E^
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S

'£g+£| +ag^^

e.(£) =

(El^E2-aE^,
-lE^+a"

flE„ + a>

TcC^ ^0

J+atan(^ ^ JJ
2AEq
2 '^ (
(
"£,(£^-y2)(jt
+2atan[2i^JJ
'-2

A£oC(£2 + £2)

lAE.C

l7(£o'-£|)2 +£2C2j

(4^9)

a,„ = (£2-£2)£2+£2C2-£2(£2 +3£|).

(430)

a,„„ = (£2-£g)(£2 +£|)+£|C2.

(431)

C" = (£2-y2)2 +

4

•

(432)

a = 74£2-C2,

(433)

Y= ^El-C^/l,

(434)

where the five fitting parameters 2xt E^, A, E^, C and e,(«>) are all in units of energy
(ev).

Forouhi and Bloomer's equations have been used for amorphous and polycrystalline solid
thin-films [4.7]. McGahan and Woollam presented a modification to the F&B formulations

[4.9]. Jellison and Modine' model has also been successful for quite a few typesof materi
als [4.8]. Compared to the simple dispersion models, these parameterization formulations

can provide accurate approximation for relatively larger wavelengthranges. In this chapter,
we will report the results from F&B optical modeling on polysilicon and photoresist.
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4.4 A Statistical Enhancement Strategy
Metrology performance is a very important issue in semiconductor manufacturing. Varia
tion in process measurements comes from both the fabrication processes and the applied

algorithms in the metrology. To continually reducethe variability of finerpattems, the vari
ability of the inspection must also be reduced.

Modem inspection instmments usually encompass complex models that are needed to
extract useful information from the physical observation. These models often contain

unknown parameters, whose values must be estimated. For example, in the reflectometry
system, considering the fluctuation of the probed material, all the parameters that describe
the dispersion equations, as well as thin-film thickness comprise the metrology dimension.
The performance of metrology is influenced by the physical measurement mechanism, the
embedded numerical algorithm and the metrology dimension. In advanced metrology, the
dimension of the metrology parameter is usually fairly large.
Let us now focus on the two major problems that can diminish the performance of metrol

ogy: the high dimension of the metrology space and the high computational cost of the
sensor model. Higher dimension usually affects speed and accuracy. Fortunately, it is often

the case that of the many potentially important variables, only a few are truly important or
active, while the rest are inert. To systematically address these problems, we follow the

strategy shown in Figure 4.4. We start by identifying the possibly important factors. Then
we conduct one or more small, carefully designed simulated experiments. Through Bayesian variable screening, we identity those variables that are tmly important. Based on the
reduced metrology space, we then conduct a statistical evaluation of the new metrology.
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Because of the reduction of the metrology parameter space, the computational cost of
metrology is drastically reduced.

initial

metrology

metrology space

system

DOE&

reduced

Bayes'
screening

metrology space

improved
metrology
system

statistical
evaluation

Figure 4.4 Strategy of statistical enhancement on a metrology system.

4.4.1 Statistical Experimental Design
The complexity of our reflectometry system is such that empirical problem solving strate
gies are needed to characterize and improve metrology performance. For example, if we
reserve 4

= 4) terms in the F&B equations to describe the optical properties for poly-

silicon, from (4.23) to (4.27) we can see that the dimension of the metrology space is fairly
large (there are 14 parameters from the F&B model). For most material and film structure,

usually there are more than a dozen parameters that need to be extracted simultaneously.
In order to conduct efficient experiments, we want to study as many experimental factors
as we can with the least cost. In this work, we use two-level fractional factorial

designs withresolution HI, IV or V, because of theireffectiveness. The results of an exper
iment are interpreted according to the significance of each factor [4.10]. A common strat
egy in analyzing

designs is to focus on those factors whose main effects are most

significant, while initially discounting the possibility of interactions between factors. We

also assumethat those factors that havelarger main effectcontributions are also most likely

to contribute the most significant interaction effects. Thus, our first screening experiment
is of resolution HI, in which no main effects will be confounded with other main effects.

After the first screening, we can conduct resolution IV or V experiments if we believe that
some two-factor interactions may be of considerable importance.

4.4.2 Statistical Variable Screening
The variable screening problem is indeed a decision-making problem, that is, from the
effects of each factor and possibly, their interactions, we must draw a reasonable distinction
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between the important and unimportant factors. One common method for screening vari

ables is with the use of "normal probability plots" [4.10]. The disadvantage of this method
is that the interpretation of these plots is somewhat subjective, especially for those factors
that are neither "obviously active" nor "obviously inert".

Box and Meyer [4.11][4.12] proposed a Bayesian procedure that, with the assumption of
effect sparsity, produces the posterior probability of all the effects. The prior probability
represents the prior knowledge about the chances that a factor is active; Bayesian methods
can adjust this prior knowledge according to sampled data from designed experiments.

Using this scheme, we assume that the estimated effects T = (Tj,...,

are indepen

dently and identically distributed from a scale-contaminated normal distribution of the

form (1 - a)A^(0, a^) + a^(0,

. That is, for an inert effect, we assume that it is a

sample from a noisenormal distribution A^(0, a^), a is thestandard deviation of an "inert"
effect; for an active effect, we assume it is a sample from a normal distribution A^(0,

where /:> 1. An effect 7,- has a probability 1 - a of being normally distributed with 0
mean and

variance, and a probability a of being normally distributed with 0 mean but

with the much larger variance

. The a is called the probability of an active effect and

k is the inflation factor of the standard deviation produced by an active effect. The prior
information about the factor sparsity is summarized in a and k. For example, a can be
chosen as 0.2 and k can be chosen as 10 to represent the knowledge of "effect sparsity".
Using Bayes' theorem [4.13], the posterior probability that a particular iih effect is active
given the estimated effects T and the standard deviation a is:

Pii\T,<y) =gexp(-^))/(fexp(-^J+(l-a)exp(-g)) (435)
The posterior distribution of a given the estimated effects T is

^(0|r) =

)

= P(<S,T)/\ Pi.<S,T)d(S.
0

Given 7, the unconditional (to a) posterior probability P(/|7) (7^- is active) is
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(436)

oo

P(i\T) =J P(i\T,<s)P(o\T)d(3.

(437)

The joint probability of a and T is
T}
(4.38)
j = i

and

P{T) = J /'(o, r)^/<j.

(439)

So finally, we get

P{i\T) =

«

1

^a-(v..,n[fexp(^).(.-a)exp(g)]
'-r?>

o

I

j= 1

a-(v.,)n[fexp(^J+(1 -a)exp(=2T
2a2y_

^/a

j= 1

We can get the expression for posterior probability that no effects are active as
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(4.40)

P(none activeIr) -=

/= 1

P{T)
V

n{(l-a)expg)}

f (r<^+i)^
•'o

dc

J= 1

P{T)

oo

(l-a)"! 0"<^+''exp

da

P(T)

f (a^)^

^exp -—

d(a^)

PiT)

(i-ayr i-i
2

J

exp

in
dx

P(T)

(i-g)"

in\

-v/2

"I
P(T)

(4.41)

The posterior probability that no effects are active, P(none active |r), is very small when
the factor sparsity condition holds, so its value can be used to test for factor sparsity. An
effect having a posterior probabilitygreater than 0,5 is deemedto be more likely active than
inert, P(none active |r) can be solved analytically by (4,41),

4.4.3 Bootstrap Testing
Bootstrap is an approach to calculate confidence intervals for parameters in situations

where the "standard" statistical methods are difficult. The Bootstrap algorithm begins by
generating a large number of independent Bootstrap samples, then estimates the desired
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statistics from these samples. Bootstrap allows us to assess the statistical accuracy of com
plicated procedures, by exploiting the power of data-based simulation [4.14].

Let X = (jcj, ^2,...,

be a randomsample from an unknown probability distribution F,

and we wish to estimate a parameter of interest 0 = t(F) on the basis of x. Let F be the

empirical distribution, with probability ^ on each of the observed values
Xf, i = 1, 2,..., n. A bootstrap sample is defined to be a random sample of size n drawn

from F, say x* = (x^, x^, ,..yX*). x* is not the actual data set x, but rather a randomized
or resampled version of . In other words, the bootstrap data points xj,x^y ...,x* are a
random sample of size n drawn with replacement from the population of n objects

{X^yX2y

The algorithm for estimating standarderrors is described here:

• Select B independent bootstrap samples x*\

x*^, each consisting of n data

values drawn with replacement from x.

• Evaluate the bootstrap replication corresponding to each bootstrap sample,

Q'{b) = six*'')

b = 1,2

B

(4.42)

• Estimate the standard error 5e^(0) by the sample standard deviation of the B replica
tions
1/2

ses =

^ [e*(fe)-e*(.)]V(B-i)

(4.43)

b=\
B

where 0*(.) =

l\b)/B.
b= 1

Because bootstrap does not require knowledge of the distribution of the process, nor does
it assume large numbers of data samples, it is one of the best techniques to statistically eval
uate a metrology system.
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4.5 Polysilicon Characterization
Polysilicon characterization is an important metrology issue in semiconductor manufactur
ing. Accurate characterization of polysilicon is not only a critical monitoring technique for
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) process control, but also a necessity for gate line-width

control in lithography and dry etching. To continually reduce the variability of gate critical
dimension (CD) over larger chip areas, wafer to wafer and lot to lot, we need to know the
optical properties of the polysilicon layer. However, polysilicon is considerably variable in
its structure, which consists of crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon and voids. The pro

portion of each component depends on process conditions. These changes in polysilicon are
reflected in its refractive index values. In-situ monitors can rapidly provide accurate optical

information. The information can be fed into lithography tool controllers, models or simu
lators in real-time, so that complex processes can be controlled effectively to reduce the CD
variation.

It is well-known that the optical constants of polysilicon are strong functions of both the
deposition and annealing conditions [4.15]. For example, the refractive index of polysilicon
deposited over the range of 545 to 605 °C can change by as much as 30%. Crystallinity,
grain size and void fraction all have an effect on the optical constants. To get accurate char
acterization, refractive index, extinction coefficients and film thickness must be extracted
at the same time.

In this section we report on using the techniques described above to improve and charac

terize the metrology [4.16][4.17]. The test sample is a multiple layer thin-film stack with

polysilicon on silicon dioxide on silicon, shown in Figure 4.5.a. There are 16 parameters to
be extracted, including 14 F-B parameters, the polysilicon thickness and a normalization

offset. The dimension of the initial metrology space is 16, and it takes about 10 minutes to

complete one simulated annealing optimization on a SPARC 20 workstation.
After the initial simulated annealing optimization over the complete metrology space, we
get the rough ranges of each parameter in the F&B equations. There are 14 parameters

involved, including

, 5,-, C,- (i = 1, 2, 3,4),

and n(oo). We use a2^^^"^®^resolution

ni experiment to study the statistical impact of n and k of polysilicon on the thickness
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measurement. The DOElevelsettings reflect ourpriorknowledge andconfidence aboutthe
material. We set the level of the DOE based on our guess on the n and k fluctuation scales.
Figure 4.5.b shows the spread of w and k from the DOE. We calculate the effect of each

factor from the corresponding extracted thickness.

Before the reduction of the metrology space, the optimization can give over5nmthickness

spread based on theinitial n and k range from Figure 4.5.b. Through the Bayesian screen
ing,4 out of 14F&Bparameters in the metrology space are the active factors. As shown in

Figure 4.6.a, the dimension of the improved metrology space drops down to 6 (4 F&B
parameters, 1thickness value and 1normalization factor). The enhanced metrology system
extracts F&B parameters

^2^ ^3 >while assumes that other F&B parameters are

known. The reduction of the metrology dimension greatly reduces the computation time.
The improved metrology takes less than 45 seconds to complete one measurement on the
same platform.

Within a limited time and different starting point, simulated annealing may generate differ
ent results because its random nature. We use the extracted parameter values from other

wafers in the same lot as theprior n and k for thecross validation. Figure 4.6.b shows the

bootstrap sample of the polysilicon thickness measurement on a wafer from the improved
metrology. The corresponding estimated standard error of thickness is now only 0.8 Inm.
This value reflects theimproved accuracy of themetrology system, as well as theincreased

speed of identification. Figure 4.7 shows the goodness of curve fitting and Table 4.1 sum
marizes the improvement of the enhanced metrology.

n(po(ifsi)

Figure 4.5Experimental thin-film witha polysilicon, silicon dioxide and silicon stackand
the uncertainty about the n and k of polysiliconfrom LPCVD.
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Figure 4.6 (a) Posterior probability of polysilicon thickness with a = 0.2 and k = 10, (b)
Bootstrap testing of the enhanced metrology.
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Figure 4.7 Relative reflectance curve fitting.

Table 4.1 Comparison of the un-enhanced and enhanced metrology.
un-enhanced

enhanced

# of parameters

16

6

a of thickness

> 9nm

0.8nm

time

> 5 minutes

45 seconds
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4.6 DUV Photoresist Characterization
We have shown that advanced dispersion models can be used for the broadband optical
propertycharacterizationof solids. However, there is no existing model which can describe

the optical properties of polymer, such as photoresist, over a broadband wavelength range.
New metrology for characterizing chemically amplified resists is needed in order to meet

the stringent demands of the DUV lithographic technologies. In this section, we present a
"component model" to characterize DUV photoresist by decomposing the resist thin-film
intodifferent components according to their distinct optical properties [4.18].
In this "component model", we assume that the photoresist is homogeneous and can be
decomposed into several empirical "components" according to their distinct n and k func

tions. Each component is described by a local F&B dispersion relation with only one peak
of k. Figure 4.8 illustrates the decomposition mechanism.

component 1
component 2
component 3
resist thin-film
<SNX\\\>XV\NNN\SN>\SNNS>VS\\Vi\SSVNNV\NN\SN\WN\S\\S\\\NS\VS\\N\\W
//////////////////,

Figure 4.8 Empirical optical property decomposition ofa DUV photoresist thin-film
The next step is to identify the values of the F&B constants that describe each of the "com

ponents" ofthe resist layer. This is done simultaneously with the identification ofthe per
centage of contribution by each layer using simulated annealing.
To demonstrate this methodology, Shipley'sUV-5 DUV photoresist on silicon is measured
by the KLA-Tencor Prometrix® 1250 SE spectroscopic ellipsometer. In our model, the

optical behavior of the DUV resist is described by overlaying three empirical "compo
nents", as shown in Figure 4.8. After optimization, we found that components 1, 2, 3 com

prise 12.85%, 56.10% and 31.05% of the whole photoresist film, respectively. The total
thickness is 690.9nm. Table 4.2 lists the calculated F&B parameters of the three compo
nents. Figure 4.9 shows the distinct n and k of three components. Figure 4.10 shows the

measured and theoretical tan*F and cos A of the thin-film stack. It also shows that the

three-component model can represent the ellipsometry data very well.
Table 4.2 F&B parameters of the three components in the DUV photoresist.
F&B parameters

component 1
(12.85%)

component 2
(56.10%)

component 3
(31.05%)

A

0.05088503

0.159306

0.3296729

B

8.793178

11.29805

13.00536

C

19.35563

32.00277

69.40579

Eg

3.88604

4.939112

4.312314

1.602649

1.523232

1.526327

oo

component 2

cpmponent 2

component 1

component I

component 3

component 3
aoo

200

Figure 4.9 Photoresist thin-film optical decomposition by simulated annealing.

cosA

f
theoretical

measured
:as

theoretical

200

measured

200

Figure 4.10 Comparison between the experimental and theoretical ellipsometry data for
DUV photoresist on silicon.
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4.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented asystematic methodology to characterize polysilicon
(solid) and DUV photoresist (polymer) by using dispersion models derived.from KramersKronig relations and global optimization techniques. Accurate values offilm thickness and
optical properties n and A: are the most important observables for unpattemed thin-film
optical metrology. The reduction of the metrology parameter dimension also makes it pos
sible to develop even faster algorithms. For example, aneural network approach was dem
onstrated for polysilicon thin-film characterization [4.19]. In addition, accurate values of
film thickness and optical properties are essential to the patterned thin-film optical metrol
ogy, which will be described in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Rigorous Numerical Analysis for
Diffraction Gratings

The past decades have seen a considerable spread of the use of diffraction gratings in many
applications. For spectroscopic applications, diffraction gratings have been used in the area
of optical instruments, space optics, synchrotron radiation, in the wavelength range from

visible to x-rays. More surprisingly, the gratings have also been used for nonspectroscopic
purposes, such as wavelength selectors for tunable lasers, beam-sampling elements, disper
sive instruments for multiplexers, etc [5.1][5.2][5.3]. Scatterometry is one example of
applying diffraction gratings in semiconductor manufacturing.

The ability to predict the behavior of diffraction gratings with high precision is the key to
understand and innovate the applications of diffraction gratings. This chapter describes a
rigorous theory for analyzing the diffraction gratings.
The rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) is one of the most widely used methods for
the accurate analysis of the optical diffraction by periodic gratings. Significant amount of

theoretical developments have been reported since RCWA was first formulated in the early
80s [5.14] - [5.34]. In this thesis, a C++ numerical package, the Grating Tool-kit (gtk), is
developed by using some of the most important ideas from these works. The current version

of gtk implements several variants of RCWA for one-dimensional (ID) gratings, including

TE and TM polarization. Advanced numerical techniques are implemented to make gtk
achieve near-peak performance on a wide range of modem microprocessors.
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5.1 Introduction
Diffraction gratings are very important to many fields, such as acoustic-optics, integrated
optics, holography, optical data processing and metrology in semiconductor manufactur

ing. Being diffraction optical elements, gratings redirect light so as to perform useful func

tions such as coupling, beam shaping, focusing, filtering, interconnecting, dispersing
wavelengths, modulating, and generating arrays of beams. Because these elements operate
by diffraction, the characteristic features in these elements are of the order of the wave

lengthof the light. It is well known that modelingof diffractionof light by corrugatedperi
odic structures is a complex problem that requires sophisticated techniques [5.7].
Analytical solutions are so restricted that even in the simplest cases they are of little inter
est.

The general problem of electromagnetic diffraction from gratings has been addressed in
various ways. Rayleigh theory is considered the pioneering work in the field of the electro

magnetic theory of gratings. Rayleigh method made the assumption that for a grating
having a unique interface, the plane wave expansions representing the field rigorously
above the top and below the bottom of the grooves are able to describe the field inside the

grooves as well [5.5]. Petit and Cadilhac demonstrated that the theoretical basis of the Ray

leigh expansion method fails for a sinusoidal grating when the height over groove period
ratio exceeds a given value [5.6]. A lot of efforts were then made to develop rigorous the

ories of diffraction gratings. The integralmethods were used to obtain numerical results by
Neureuther, Zaki [5.8], and Maystre [5.9]. The differential method was proposed by Neviere, Cadilhac and Petit [5.10]. The differential method requires advanced numerical tech
niques, such as the combined Runge-Kutta [5.10], Noumerov algorithm [5.7], and other

algorithms. However, these techniques are iterative, and sometime they may not converge
to the correct solution. Moharam and Gaylord [5.14] proposed a coupled-wave method,
which is called the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA). RCWA is a non-iterative,

deterministic technique that uses a state-variable method for determining the numerical
solution. The differential method and the coupled-wave method are very close to each other

from a theoretical point of view, even though their numerical approaches are different from
each other. Waveguide methods are used by Nyyssonen [5.11], and by Yuan and Strojwas
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[5.12] to simulate scattering from 2-D structures. An enhanced waveguide method, devel

oped by Davidson [5.13], incorporated analytical eigenmode expansions, in contrast to the
approximate Fourier expansion utilized by Nyyssonen, and added arbitrary illumination
angles.

Coupled-wave method is used in this thesis because of its simplicity and high accuracy.
This approach includes mathematical formulation and numerical solution.
Based on the mathematical formulation of the physical problem, RCWA has several vari
ants. Lalanne and Morris [5.19], Li and Haggans [5.25], Granet and Guizal [5.30] proposed

modification and improvement for RCWA. These approaches are different in the way of

Fourier expansion for the permittivity or the inverse-permittivity. For a specific grating
structure, significant difference of the convergence performance canbe observed from dif
ferent formulations. It is important to choose the right formulation, especially for TM and
conical polarizations.

The RCWA computation consists of two steps. First, the Fourier expansion of the field
insidethe grating leads to a system of differential equations. A set of second-order differ

ential equations can be usedinstead of first-order differential equations. The modifications
from first-order to second-order differential equations dramatically reduce the computation

time and the memory requirements. Second, once the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of

thissystem arefound, theboundary conditions at thegrating interfaces arematched to com
pute the electric and magnetic fields.

A grating is usually divided into a large number of sufficiently thin planargrating slabs to
approximate an arbitrary profile. Forcomplicated grating profiles, two numerical problems
have to be handled well. The first barrier is the potential numerical instability in the multi

layer gratings. The mathematical formulation needs to be normalized to avoid very large
exponentials that are involved in theeigenvalue solutions. The secondbarrieris therequire
ment of large computer memory.

In this thesis, the Grating Tool-kit {gtk) is developed as a high performance package for
RCWA. The use of a standard matrix-vector library interface, such as Basic Linear Algebra

Subprograms (BLAS), enables portable application code to obtain high-performance pro
vided that an optimized library is available. Sparse matrix techniques, blocked matrix stor63

age, blocked matrix computation and "tightwad" dynamic memory management are also

the keys to the high performance achievement. Designed as an electromagnetic scattering
simulator for the specular spectroscopic scatterometry, gtk implements ID TE and TM dif
fraction cases. The use of gtk in specular spectroscopic scatterometry will be described in
Chapter 6.

Section 2 describes the fundamental properties of diffraction gratings, including the grating
equation, Floquet theorem and diffraction efficiency. The notations for the grating struc
tures used in gtk are also introduced. Section 3 illustrates Fourier transformation of permit
tivity and inverse permittivity of ID grating structures. The original Moharam and
Gaylord's ID TB, TM problem formulations and modifications for TM problem are
described in details in Section 4 and Section5. Numerical techniques are described in Sec

tion 6. The convergence rate is discussed based on the simulation of a set of examples in
Section 7. In Section 8, the performance of gtk is compared with two other scattering sim
ulators.

5.2 Fundamental Properties of Diffraction Gratings
5.2.1 The Grating Equation
grating
normal

diffracted
incident

Figure 5.1 Phase relation of the diffracted rays in a grating.
Figure 5.1 shows a plane light wave on a grating where 0. is the angle between the incident
wave direction and the normal to the grating surface, 6 is the angle between the m th order

reflected diffracted wave and the normal to the grating surface, X is the wavelength of the

light wave, n-^ is the incident medium's index of refraction,

is the substrate medium's

index of refraction, and D is the grating period. For the diffracted waves, the optical path

difference between the light diffracted by successive grooves in a direction 0^ is

n,.Dsin0,. - n.Dsin0^.The principle ofinterference indicates that the diffracted light will
be in phase only if the optical path difference is an integer multiple of the wavelength of
light. This property of gratings canbe expressed in a simple equation, which is also called
the grating equation:

w-sin0^ = «,sin0j- +
m = 0,±1,±2,...

.

(5.1)

Thevalue of the m signifies the"diffraction order" andcantake negative as well aspositive
values. The 0th orderis specularly reflected. The mostcommon convention is thatthe pos
itive orders are those whose angle of diffraction exceeds the angle of incidence of the 0th
order diffracted wave.

Similarly, for the transmitted waves, the grating equation is
• n = «,sm0,
-A + w—,
^
rt^smO^
m = 0,±1,±2,...

.

(5.2)

where 0^ is the angle between the mth order transmitted diffracted wave and the normal
to the grating surface. For (5.1) or (5.2), it is obvious that there is a real solution for 0^
only when

|sin0^|<l.

(5.3)

Diffraction orders that satisfy condition (5.3) are called propagating orders. The orders

with Isin0^1 > 1 are called evanescent orders. Evanescent orders do not carry energy and
can not be detected at a distance more than a few wavelengths from the grating surface, but

can play an important role in some surface-enhanced grating properties and must be taken
into account in any electromagnetic analysis of gratings.
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It is very important to notice that the number of propagating reflected and transmitted
orders is finite while the number of evanescent orders is infinite. The 0th reflected order,

which is not dispersive, always exists. Since the direction of propagation of this order is

specularly reflected, one may assume that when this order is the only propagating order, the
grating acts like a homogeneous, unpattemed thin-film.

Figure 5.2 0th order only diffraction.

Figure 5.2 shows the situation that only 0th order diffraction exists in the gratings. Under
this circumstance, even thought the directions of waves are the same between the grating
and the thin-film, the magnitude and phase ofthe 0th order electromagnetic field are com
pletely different. The grating behaviors can not be entirely described by effective medium
theory as a thin-film [5.20][5.34].

Another important aspect of the grating equation can be derived from (5.1). For a fixed
angle ofincidence, there is aninfinite setof wavelengths that can diffract in the same direc

tion for agiven grating structure. The first order diffracted wave ofwavelength Xwill coin
cide with that of the second order diffracted wave of wavelength X/2, the 3rd order
diffracted wave ofwavelength A,/3, etc. This results in aliasing oforders and the detector
with a broader range will see several wavelengths simultaneously, unless prevented from
doing so by suitable filtering at either the source or the detector.

5.2.2 Wave Propagation in Periodic Structures
Problems dealing with periodic structures of various kinds lead to similar results: these
structures, no matter whether they are electric lines or crystal lattices, behave like band-

pass filters [5.4].The general results for a wave propagating in a two-dimensional periodic
medium are shown here. A two-dimensional lattice is shown in Figure 5.3. The lattice is

composed of particles all having the same mass and periodic placement in two directions.
y

Figure 5.3 Wave propagates in a two-dimensional periodic medium.

We assume that the time-dependent part of a wave function can be separable from the

space-dependent part. In this section we will consider the wave equation after the time part
is eliminated. Generally, the two-dimensional wave equation is

• 0

(5.4)

where ^ is the space-dependent part of the wave function, co is the angular frequency, and
V(r) is the phase velocity of the wave.
We assume that in a 2-dimensional periodic medium, the phase velocity can be expressed
as;

V(r):

= f(r)
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(5.S)

where r represents any position inthe lattice and /(r) isperiodic inthe two directions spec
ified by the vector dj and d2, i.e.,

f(r) = f{r + njdj + n2d2)
= 0,±1,±2,...

722 = 0, ±1,±2, ...

where Kj and n2 are integers, dj and d2 determine the directions of the lattice and the
magnitude values of the pitch.

The basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice bj and

are defined as

(.bi'dj) = Sy.
where

(5.7)

is the Kronecker symbol, which is defined as unity when i = j and is zero oth

erwise.

As a periodic function, /(r) may be expressed as a Fourier series

/W = X

<•»

(5.8)

W], ffl2

where

is the (mp W2)th coefficient.

A solution of (5.4) may also be expressed as

where

(5.10)

and A(r) is periodic in r and may be expressed as

A(r) =

+
mi,

Combining (5.9) and (5.11) yields ^ as a Fourier sum
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m,,wi2

where

= «-'"l^7-'"2''2-

(S-")

The periodic nature of (5.13) is often referred to as the "Floquet condition".

5.2.3 Diffraction Efficiency
The grating equation alone does not determine the power distribution among the orders.

The physical quantity that characterizes how the incident field power is distributed among
the diffracted orders is called diffraction efficiency. For any given propagating diffracted

order the diffraction efficiency is the diffracted power divided by the incident power. The
diffraction efficiency can be determined experimentally by measuring spatially separated

beams. Theoretically this is accomplished by calculating the spatially averaged Poynting
vector. In both cases, the interference effects among the scattered beams are neglected.
It is worth noting the difference between the diffraction efficiencies from theoretical calcu
lation and from experimental measurement. Theoretically, the incident and diffracted
waves have all been treated as infinite plane waves. Experimentally, the diffraction effi

ciency will be affected by the finite extent of the light beams involved. However, due to the
extremely large widths of these beams in comparison to the wavelength, the plane wave
model is accurate [5.1].

Using the spatially averaged Poynting vector definition of diffraction efficiency, power is
conserved among the propagating diffracted orders. This is true regardless of the number
of orders retained in any rigorous computation. For lossless gratings, the sum of the
reflected and the transmitted diffraction efficiencies must be unity. In other words, if all the
materials involved in a grating are non-absorbing, then

+ £)£„.) = 1
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(S.M)

must be true for any numerical analysis, where

and

are the ith order reflected

and transmitted diffraction efficiencies, respectively. This condition is necessary but not
sufficient to verify the success of the applied numerical algorithms.
In an idealcaseone might expect that the efficiency of a grating would varysmoothly from
onewavelength to another. In practice thereare oftenlocalized troughs or ridges in the dif
fraction efficiency spectra. Rapid variations of efficiency can be observed with a small

change of either wavelength or angle of incidence. These phenomena were called anoma

lieswhen theywerefirst found by R. W. Wood in 1902, eventhough now they can be well
explained as a direct consequence of Maxwell's equations. For a given grating, anomalies
can change depending on the polarization of the incident light. Anomalies may be a nui

sance from the point of view of the spectroscopist, but do serve a useful purpose for com
paring the effect of different grating profiles. Thus they are important to metrology
applications in semiconductor manufacturing.

5.2.4 The Notations of the Grating Structure in This Thesis
Figure 5.4 shows the general grating diffraction problem. A linearly polarized electromag
netic wave is obliquely incident at an angle of incidence 0 and at an azimuthal angle <().

The electric-field vector has an angle \}/ with the plane of incidence. We have following
notations which are consistent in gtk and this thesis:

• L: the total number of the layers the scattering system has. There are two semi-infinite

layers labeled as Layer 0 and Layer L. Layer 0 is usually air with refractiveindex of 1.

• 0: the angle of the incident light to the grating normal in the plane of incidence.
• ({): the azimuthal angle of the plane of incidence.

• y: the angle between the electric-field vector and the plane of incidence.
• A.: the wavelength of the incident light.
• Z): the grating period.

• Jj,

» ••♦.

-1 *

width of the thin planar grating slabs.
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Figure 5.4 Geometric and cross-sectional notations of the 1-D grating problem.
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• / j, ^21 ••• > _ 1: the thickness of each layer.

• «o,n I, ^2. •••»

: the complex refractive index of each layer.

• (9: the orders retained of the space harmonics in the coupled wave field expansion are
-o , -{o -1),...,0, ..., (o-l),o .We also have the notation O - lo+\.

5.2.5 Computational Categories of RCWA

In this thesis, a 1-D grating isa grating that isperiodic in one direction, while a 2-D grating
is a grating that is periodic in two directions. 1-D and 2-D are defined from the geometric
grating stractures, which are different from the computational space. For example, 1-D
conical grating problems are actually calculated in the three dimensional space.
Forthe grating periodic in one dimension, when (|) = 0, the incident polarization can be

decomposed into aTE (y = —) oraTM (y = 0) problem. In the TE case ofpolarization,
the incident electric field is perpendicular to the incident plane of the grating. In the TM
case, the incident magnetic field is perpendicular to the incident plane. In both TEand TM

cases, all the diffraction waves lie inthe incident plane. These cases belong to ID RCWA
TE and TM category.

Although anarbitrary polarization is nothing buta sum of these two fundamental cases, for

the 1-D periodic grating, when <j) 0, decomposing the incident polarization into TE and

TM cannot simplify the electromagnetic analysis from a 3-D space to a 2-D space. This is
because that if TE and TM do not align with the grating structures, the wave vectors of the
diffracted orders do not lie on the plane of incidence. This case is said to belong to 1-D
RCWA conical category. The "conical" grating gets its name because that all forward-

directed waves have wave vectors equal in magnitude and have the same y component
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[5.16]. So in this case the wave vectors lie on the surface of a cone with the cone axis in the

y direction, shown in Figure 5.5.
y

•

z

Figure 5.5 Wave vector shows conical nature of diffraction in the 1-D conical
polarization.

In summary, RCWA computation for ID grating is divided into three categories:
•

1-DTE,

•

1-DTM,

•

1-D conical.

In following sections, we will describe the original 1-D TE and 1-D TM RCWA formula
tions from Moharam and Galord, and some modifications for the TM cases. The formula

tions for 1-D conical polarization can be derived similarly.

5.3 Fourier IVansformation of Permittivity and Inverse
Permittivity for ID Gratings
In this thesis, we focus on the symmetric gratings. Symmetric grating means that the grating

profile is symmetric along the periodic direction. For non-symmetric gratings, a slightly

more complicated Fourier transformation can be derived similarly.
Let /(jc) be a periodic function with period D, then /(x) can be expanded as a Fourier
series

jnQoX

/(Jt) = X

(5.15)
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Figure 5.6 Symmetric gratings and non-symmetric gratings.
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Figure 5.7 Top-down cross-section view of a ID grating.
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In the grating region (from Layer 1to L —1), the periodic relative permittivity and inverse
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r^)
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»i
W
groove''/

h^O,

(5.22)

y, and 7C^are the /ith Fouriercomponents of permittivity and inverse permittiv

ity in the / th layer, respectively. In the mathematical formulation, it is convenient to use

matrices Ej and

to represent

and TC;.

El is the (2o + 1) x (2o + 1) Toeplitz matrix formed by the permittivity harmonic com
ponents.

H-2 •

/,o
/, 1

E,=

^/, -lo
' ^/,-(2o-l)

^/,0

^/,o • • ^/,-(2o-2)

/,2

Hlo H{2o- 1) ^/,(2o-2)

'/,0

(5.23)

Pi is the (2o + 1) X{2o + 1) Toeplitzmatrixformed by the inversepermittivity harmonic
components.

"^1,0

^/,-l

^/, 1

^/,0

^/,-l • • ^/,-(2o-l)

^/,2

^/, 1

• ^/,-(2o-2)

2o

^/,-2 •

^/,(2o-l) ''^/,(2o-2) •
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^/, -2o

^/,q

(5.24)

5.4 ID TE Polarization
TE polarization means thatthe incident electric field is normal to theplaneof incidence. In
Figure 5.4, the normalized solutions in Layer0 and Layer L are given by

Eo.y = exp(-7i{,n{,(sine* +cosOz))+ ]£/{,.exp(-y(fc^,j:-fcoj,z))

(5^)

and

(

= X7",exp

L-\

\\\

z- Z''

-J

V

(5.26)

/ = 1 JJ)

where
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^0 = Y ^ ®(^oeo)"^

(5^7)

u=^"oSinCe)-/^

(5.28)

hzi =

(5.29)

^' £o' M^o' ^0
wavelength, permittivity, permeability and wave-number in free
space, respectively, while © is the angular frequency. /?. and T- are the /th order complex
reflectance coefficients and transmittance coefficients, respectively. For all nonmagnetic

substances ofconcern, p = Pq . The equation (5.28) is determined from the Floquet con
dition. ki has positive real and negative imaginary parts. From complex analysis, inorder
to geta unique solution, a more rigorous way to determine the sign of equation (5.29) is
^^(ki zi)-Im(ki^-)>0

(5.30)

where Re means the real part of a complex value and Im means the imaginary part of a
complex value.

An important attribute of kj^^ is expressed with the following relation:
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-h)'

(5.31)

The tangential electric and magnetic fields in the / th grating layer are expressed in a Fou
rier expansion as
(532)

/£_\1/2
(5.33)

where 5^

and C/^

are normalized amplitudes of the i th space harmonic fields of the

/th layer. Let x, y and i be the unit vectors along the x, y and z direction, respectively.
From Maxwell's equation,

X

Hi =

y

z

rj-VxE, = m

A A A
VcoHoy dx dy dz

l,CO|io;

(5.34)

0 El^y 0
we have

y•a)^oH/,x =H'-'

(5.35)

dEl,y

(536)

dx

From Maxwell's equation.
X

El = {

=

y

z

A A A

(HZ^Ziix)) dx dy dz
Hi,x 0 Hi,z

we have
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(537)

jmQei{x)Ei,y =

(538)

From (5.32), (5.33) and (5.35) we have

^

/ _/n,„3S, „(z)

=

rtn\^'^

3z

i

=-•'(d

<5-39)

i

(5.39) mustholdfor anyvalueof x. The only way that this equation can be satisfied for all
X if

3iS

(2)

= l^oUl,xi-

(5^0)

From (5.36) and (5.32) we have

and

From (5.33) we have

dH,,x

/^OW

d rr r s

, ;

s

Expanding the permittivity in a Fourier series, we have

J(OE^t,^Ei,, =ja)eo|^e^exp(/^A:) ^5, j,,(z)exp(-;i^,x)

(5.44)

>'V

h

Substituting (5.42), (5.43), (5.44), (5.31) into (5.38), we have

Tz''" =(^K^'-^oIe(;-p)S,,,p.
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(5.45)

We get the first-order coupled wave equations from (5.40) and (5.45) in a matrix form as

-OS,_^)/(dz')(dV,J/(dz\

0 I

(5.46)

A 0

where z' = k^z . The second-order coupled wave equationscan be derived as

[O^S,,p/Oz'^)] =[a,] [s,2

(5.47)

Af = K^-Ej,

(5.48)

where

and

is a diagonal matrix with the i, i element being equal to k^/kQ. The transforma

tion from first-order to second-order differential equations dramatically reduces the com
putation time and the memory requirements.
The homogeneous solution of the space harmonics of the tangential electric fields in the / th
grating layer may be represented by the expression:
2o+ 1

= S

+

(5.49)

m = 1

where W/,

and qi^ are the elements of the eigenvector matrix Wi and the positive

square root (positive real part) of the eigenvalues of thematrix

respectively, cl^ ^ and

cli^ areunknown constants.
The homogeneous solution of the space harmonics of the tangential magnetic fields can be
derived from (5.40),
2o+ 1

m = 1

The quantity

is the i, m element of the matrix V = Wg, where Q

is a diagonal matrix with theelements

. Let

elements exp(-^Q^^ ^ti).
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be a diagonal matrix withthediagonal

Electromagnetic boundary conditions require that the tangential electric and tangential
magnetic fields be continuous across the boundaries between two non-conductive layers.
For the TE polarization, the electric field E only has a component in the y direction. The

magnetic field must be obtained through the Maxwell equation. The tangential component
of the magnetic field H is in the x direction and is given by (5.35).

By calculating the tangential Ey and Hx in layer 0 from (5.25), we satisfy the boundary
condition between the input region (0th layer) and the first grating layer (z = 0)

5,,

I

R

+

=

jfiQCosWdiQ

W, WjXj'

Clj
(5.51)

Vj -V,Xj c2j

where Fq is a diagonal matrix with

^/k^.

At the boundary between the (/ - 1) th and the / th grating layers ( / < L), we have

V, WiXi
-V/

C7;

(5.52)

c2i

rj f^i-i

By calculating the tangential By and Hx in layer L from (5.26) we satisfy the boundary
condition between the last grating layer L - 1 and the uniform homogenous layer L

I

-Vi

(5^3)

L-1

•

where Yj^ isdiagonal matrix with Kz/hThe complex Poynting power density of the i th diffraction order is

Sj* —Eyi XHxi '

(5.54)

The reflected and transmitted diffraction efficiencies of the ith order can be calculated
from

DE.:
= R,R':Re\
.
n
I
I

^Q/ioCosOy

and
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(5.55)

coss)

(5.56)

respectively.
The above derivation is from the original RCWA formulation [5.17]. Because this formu

lation usually delivers good convergence rate, gtk uses this formulation for TE polarization.
However, for TM polarization, the convergence rate of the original RCWA is quite slow

for some grating structures, so several modifications proposed to address this problem are
discussed next.

5.5 ID TM Polarization
For the case of pleuiar diffraction, TM polarization means that the incident magnetic field
is normal to the plane of incidence.

The normalized magnetic field solutions in Layer 0 and Layer L are given by

Ho,y = exp(-yA:o«o(sin0x +cosGz)) +^/f,exp(-7(t;„Jr - kQ j,z))

(5^7)

and

(

HL,y = ]^r,.exp

-J

L-\

\\\

Ki^ + h,zi -I''
V

l=\

(5.58)

JJJ

The tangential magnetic and electric fields are expressed in Fourier expansion as
(5J9)

(5.«0)

From Maxwell's equation
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X

E, =

y

z

(a)eo£,(j:)) A9a: Ady

OEoe,,^;

A

dz

(5.61)

0 Hl,y 0
we have

-jaiEQEi{x)Ei,x =1^''-^

(5.62)

jatoe-iMEi., =

(5.63)

From Maxwell's equation
X

Hi =f^VxE/
=f-j-l
l,co|i(,;
Vcono^

y

z

A A A

(5.64)

9a 9>' 9z

Ei,x 0 Ei,z
we have

^

dEi,x BEi,z

-J<OiioHl.y -

(5.65)

From (5.59), (5.60) and (5.64) we have

'dz

^

'

/

\

expi-jk,,x)
(5.66)

i ^P
From (5.66) we have
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dU,.

(5.67)

3?" =
From (5.60) we have

"l|s,,,.(z)exp(-,A,,x)

(5.68)

From (5.62) we have

dEi,z _ _3_ _±_W'.y
3a:

(oe^e,Jdx

dx

(r
3;c

\

^

'

t

-p ^I,

dx (08f
I

^ J_
(OS,

X
'

'

P

-P^xp ^i, yp(z) exp i-jk^fX)

(5.69)

P

Substituting (5.59), (5.68) and (5.69) into (5.65), we have
3S

gp'" =

(5.70)

We get the first-order coupled-wave equations from (5.67) and (5.70) in a matrix form as

(3f/,p/(3z')
(35,,p/(az')

0

El

K,P,K,-I 0

U

ly

(5.71)

*i,x

The second-order coupled-wave equations can be further derived as
(5.72)

In [5.17], the authors used

instead of Pj, so the second-ordercoupled-waveequations

becomes:
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Ci)

[0 VtyVidz'^)] =

(5.73)
11

If we write (5.62) and (5.63) in the following form,
(

II

/

(5.74)

lcoe(,e,(^)Jaz

(\(i)EQEl{x)Jdx
-J ^'-y =Ei„

(5.75)

we can derive a new set of differential equations. Similar to the derivation from (5.64) to
(5.72), we get the first-order coupled-wave equations as

d?

"

'

(5.76)

•

(5.77)

The corresponding second-order coupled-wave equations can be derived as
(5.78)

and Ef will be equivalentwhen an infinite number of orders are retained.However, in
the RCWA computation, only a finite number of orders can be retained. The three eigenproblem formulations can provide significantly different convergence rates. Table 5.1 sum
marizes the eigen-problem for these different formulations.
Formulation

Eigenvalue Problem

Formulation 2

[id^U,)/(dz'^)] = IP-'(K^E-'K^-I)]IU^]
[(d^t/p/Oz'2)] = [E(K^PK^-I)][U^]

Formulation 3

l{d\)/(dz'^)] = [E(K^-'K^-imU^]

Formulation 1

Table 5.1 1-D TM eigenvalue problem formulations in gtk.
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V

V = PWQ

The solution of the grating system is quite similar to that of TE case. The homogeneous

solution ofthe space harmonics ofthe tangential magnetic fields inthe / th grating layer is
represented by
2o+ 1

m= 1

where

^ and <7^ ^ are the elements of the eigenvector matrix Wf and the positive

square root (positive real part) of the eigenvalues.

The homogeneous solution of the space harmonics of the tangential electric fields can be
derived from (5.67) or (5.76),
2o+ 1

m = 1

V can be determined from Table 5.1 and Xj is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal ele

ments expi-kQq^^ti).
By matching the tangential field components Hy and Ex between the Layer 0 and Layer
1, we get following boundary condition:
6;iO

I

(JbioCosiQ))/nQ

W, W,Xj
R

(5.81)

=

Vi -V,Xj

~J^o

c2.

where Zq is a diagonal matrix andits i th diagonal element equals to

^0, zi

ko"o
By matching the tangential field components Hy and Ex between the Layer / - 1and
Layer / ( / < L), we get following boundary condition:

w,., '^h-i
-V, y

V, w,x', 'd]

(5.82)

V, -v,x, c2i

By matching the tangential field components Hy and Ex between the Layer L - 1 and
Layer L, we get following boundary condition:
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where

^L-l^L-I Wt-i

cl L-1

Vl-iXl-i -Vl-1

c2

L-I

I

(5.83)

JZl

is a diagonal matrix with the i th diagonal element equals to

L, zi

Ml
The reflected and transmitted diffraction efficiencies of the i th order can be calculated
from

= R^RiReikQ yikQriQCOsiQ))),

(5.84)

and

DE,, = T{r]Re{{ki^^^/nl)/{{k^cosm/n^))

(5.85)

respectively.

Formulation 2 was used by Moharam and Gayloard in their original RCWA algorithm
[5.17]. Lalanne [5.19] and Li [5.25] proposed Formulation 1 in order to improve the con

vergence performance. In this thesis, I found that Formulation 3 also exists. However, the
convergence performanceof Formulation3 is very similar to that of Formulation 1,so I will
only discuss and compare Formulation 1 and Formulation 2 in section 5.7.

5.6 Numerical Solutions
Each formulation of RCWA leads to a system of linear equations. This section will illus
trate the numerical method for solving this linear system. For simplicity, let the system of

linear equations be AX = b, where A is of size n x «.

The most important factor in determining which algorithm to use for this problems is
whether the matrix A is dense or sparse. A dense matrix has all (or mostly) nonzero entries,

without any special properties that would let one represent it by using significantly fewer
than

independent numbers. Sparse matrices either have lots of zero entries, or are oth

erwise much more compactly representable than bystoring all rP- numbers. The algorithms
forsparse matrices are often rather different than algorithms for dense matrices, gtkuses a
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Blocked Gaussian Elimination algorithm andthebasic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS)
and the linear algebra package (LAPACK) to ensure good performance.
5.6.1 BLAS and LAPACK

BLAS covers the lowlevel linearalgebraic operations, suchas scalarandvector operations,

matrix vector operations and matrix-matrix operations. These specifications made itpossi
ble to construct new software packages based on block partitioned algorithms, to more

effectively utilize the memory hierarchy of modem computers. Highly efficient machinespecific implementations ofBLAS are available for many modem high-performance com
puters [5.35].

The numerical algorithms in LAPACK utilize block-matrix operations, such as matrix-

multiply, in the innermost loops to achieve high performance on cached and hierarchical
memory architectures. These operations, such as Level 3 BLAS, improve performance by
increasing the granularity ofthecomputations and by keeping the most frequently accessed
subregions of a matrix in the fastest level of memory. The result is that these block matrix
versions of the fundamental algorithms typically show performance improvements of a
factor of three over non-blocked versions [5.36].

5.6.2 Matrix Storage Format
We consider a linear system of the form
Ax = ^ ,

(5.86)

where A is a square sparse non-Hermitian complex matrix.
Based on the RCWA formulation, we choose the "Constant Block Compressed Sparse Row

Data Structure", or BSR format [5.38]. The matrix A is stored in the BSR data structure
using 5 descriptors:

• B_LDA: the blocked leading dimension of the array,

• O: the size of the square sub-matrix blocks,
• VAL: the array of sub-matrix,

• COL_IND: the integer array of the column index of the sub-matrix.
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• ROW_PTR: the pointer to the array which starts the new row in the blocked matrix, the
last entry of this array being the number of sub-matrix blocks.

For example, let

A

=

^13 A14
A23 A24

0

-^31 ^32 ^33 A34
0 A42 0 A44

0

^11

0

0

0

A51 ^52

0

0

0

0
(5.87)

A55

we will have

B_LDA = 5,
O is the size of A.- .•,

VAL= (Ajj, Aj3, A|4, A23,A24, A3|,A32,A33, A34,A42»A44, Agj, A52»Agg) ,
COLJND = (1, 3,4, 3,4, 1, 2, 3,4, 2,4, 1, 2, 5),
ROW_PTR = (1,4, 6, 10, 12, 14).

5.6.3 Blocked Gaussian Elimination Approach
The concept can be described through the example of the ID TE case. The final linear
system to be solved is Ax = by where A is

-I

W, WjXj

llYo

V, -VjXj
-WjXj
•VjXj

R

ct

-Wj W2 W2X2
Vj V2 -V2X2

Ct-I
-Wl-i

I
L-l

-Vl-iXl-i
and RHS (right hand side) b is
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Vl-iJYl

T

(5.88)

[8,o.Ao«oCOS(0).O,...,O]'"

.

(5.89)

This linearsystem can be solvedby using the BlockedGaussianEliminationalgorithm. The

BOB algorithm is the same as Gaussian Elimination algorithm, except that the basic ele
ments in the matrix A are square matrices instead of scalars. In this method, the matrix A

is first decomposed into the product of a lower triangular matrix L, and an upper triangular
matrix U. The two triangular systems Ly —b and Ux = y are then solved to obtain the
solution X.

5.7 Discussion of the Convergence Rate
There is only one TE formulation given because it can provide good convergence rates for

most gratingstructures. On the contrary,differentTM formulations have significantdiffer
ences in convergence performance. Since conical gratings are combinations of TE and TM
polarization, the understanding of various TM formulations becomes essential to the effi
cient use of RCWA.

To investigate the impact of different TM formulations on the RCWA convergence rate, we
study various grating structures in Figure 5.8. Formulation 3 in Table 5.1 is not discussed
here because it usually can not give the fastest convergence rate. There are three materials
in these structures; resist, anti-reflection coating (ARC) and Silicon. The incident angle

0 = 45 °. The grating width is 280nm, pitch is 560nm. Figure 5.8.a is a structure with
developed resist. Figure 5.8.b is a structure where both resist and ARC have been devel

oped, Figure 5.8.c and Figure 5.8.d are structures where certain amount of resist is lost after
PEB, but before the development process. The thickness of the resist is 760nm, the thick-
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ness of ARC is 130nm, and the thickness of resist lost is 30nm in Figure 5.8.c, and lOnm
in Figure 5.8.d, respectively.

resist

ARC

Figure 5.8 Test structures for RCWA convergence rate.

Table 5.2 lists the material optical properties at 248nm and 632nm.

Table 5.2 Optical properties of the material used in Figure 5.8.
248 nm

632 nm

photoresist

1.850-j0.022

1.575-j6.39e-5

ARC

1.695-j0.560

1.648-jO.O

Si

1.659-j3.523

3.825-j0.026

For a given RCWA formulation, the accuracyof the solution depends solely on the number
of retained orders. In order to achieve higher accuracy, the number of retained order needs

to be increased. However, the simulation time increasesexponentially with the increase of
the number of retained orders. The trade-off between accuracy and computational cost
needs to be determined by simulation. Figure 5.9 shows the relation between the simulation

time and the number of retained orders of structure Figure 5.8.a. The computation is carried
out on a SUN UltraSparc I 167MHz workstation with 128MB memory.

® 10

60

80

100

120

140

160

number of retained orders

Figure 5.9 The relation between the simulation time and the number of retained orders in
the structure of Figure 5.8.a.

Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.17 show the 0th order reflectivity of TE and TM as a function of

the number of retained orders. ForTE polarization, the RCWA convergence rates are excel

lent for all the cases. For TM polarization. Formulation 1 outperforms Formulation 2 for
structures (a), (b) and (c). For structure (d). Formulation 1 and Formulation 2 have similar

convergence rates. These situations show that the grating depth has a significant effect on

the convergence performance of the two TM formulations. In addition, the convergence
rates may be substantially different for the same grating structure at different wavelengths.
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TM1
TM2

Figure 5.10 Convergence vs. number ofretained orders ofthe structure Figure 5 8 a at
248nm.

1— Til

® OOft

Figure 5.11 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5 8 a at
632nm.

^

TE

TMI

TM2

Figure 5.12Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.8.b at
248nm.

^
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Figure 5.13 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.8.b at
632nm.

r

Figure 5.14 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.8.C at
248nm (resist loss is 30nm).
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Figure 5.15Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.8.c at
632nm (resist loss is 30nm).
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<00234

Figure 5.16 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of thestructure Figure 5.8.d at
248nm (resist loss is lOnm).

Figure 5.17 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.8.d at
632nm (resist loss is lOnm).

We further consider the impact of the two TM formulations on gratings with multi-level
binary and continuous profiles in Figure 5.18. The angle of incidence is 0 = 45 ° and the

grating period is 560nm. The continuous trapezoidal profile of the photoresist is approxi
mated by equal-thickness, multilevel rectangular gratings. The values of top and bottom
width of thetrapezoid are 200nm and 280nm, respectively. Thethickness of thephotoresist

is 760nm, the thickness of the ARC is 130nm. The two TM formulations are compared
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from two approximations. In the first case, 10 slices of equal thickness rectangular gratings
are used for approximation. In the second case, 100 slices are used.

A

A

resist
ARC
Si

Figure 5.18 Continuous grating profile is approximated by multilevel rectangular
gratings.

Figure 5.19 - Figure 5.22 show the 0th order reflectivity of TE and TM as a function of the

number of retained orders. Again, for TE polarization, the RCWA convergence rates are

excellent in all the cases. For TM polarization. Formulation 1 outperforms Formulation 2
in all the cases.

TM1
TM2

t09
numtar ol

190

ofdm

Figure 5.19 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structureFigure 5.18 at
248nm with 10 slices.
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140

Figure 5.20 Convergence vs. number ofretained orders of the structure Figure 5.18 at
632nm with 10 slices.

TM1
Tjye

nuMw eiratiMl cMm

Figure 5.21 Convergence vs. number ofretained orders of the structure Figure 5.18 at
248nm with 100 slices.

number d ntilTMtf o»d«rt

Figure5.22 Convergence vs. number of retained orders of the structure Figure 5.18 at
632nm with 100 slices.
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A mathematical explanation of the performance superiority of the TM formulation 1 was
given by Li [5.28]. However, it has been shown that for very thin gratings, TM formulation
2 can outperform TM formulation 1 [5.23]. From the RCWA simulations on different struc

tures, we conclude that the performance difference depends on the grating structures, opti
cal properties of the involved material, and the wavelength of the incident light. There is no

specific guideline on choosing the number of retained orders. In other words, the choice of

formulation and number of retained orders must be determined in a case by case compari
son via rigorous simulation.

5.8 Discussion of gtk Performance
In this section, gtk is compared with TEMPEST, a rigorous electromagnetic scattering sim
ulator which was also developed at Berkeley [5.39]. TEMPEST uses the finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD) method to solve the Maxwell equations. TEMPEST can solve a vari

ety of problems in lithography, including reflective notching from wafer topography, mask

simulation and optical imaging, etc. TEMPEST can address both isolated and periodic
structure scattering problems [5.40]. gtk, on the other hand, has been created to specifically

address ID periodic gratings. As such, TEMPEST can address a much wider variety of
problems.

resist

Figure 5.23 Test structure for comparing gtk with TEMPEST.

To compare both simulators for diffraction gratings, the grating structure of Figure 5.23 is

used, where the thickness of resist is 756nm, the thickness of ARC is 140nm, the grating
width is 280nm, and the pitch is 560nm. The optical properties of the related materials are

taken fromTable 5.2 at wavelength of 248nm. In thisexample, incident angle 0 is chosen
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to be 0. The simulation environmentis a SUN UitraSparc 1167MHz workstation with 2GB

memory. TEMPEST uses about 196 seconds to finish oneTE wave polarization case. The
0th reflected order diffraction efficiency calculated from TEMPEST is 0.02859655877324.
The results and computing time from gtk are shown in Table 5.3. To achieve the result
within 0.2% difference from TEMPEST, gtk needs less than 0.28 seconds.

Table 5.3 Diffraction efficiency of the TE wave in the testingcase calculated by gtk.
# of orders

0th DE

Difference from TEMPEST

Time (s)

21

0.028390996

0.7188%

0.0484

41

0.028549993

0.1629%

0.2788

61

0.028563651

0.1151%

0.9841

81

0.028566880

0.1038%

2.5286

101

0.028568018

0.0998%

21.3008

For large incident angles, for example, 0 > 60 °, the computation time for TEMPEST is sig
nificantly increased because more than one period has to be considered at the same time.
This is because of the way periodic boundary conditions are formulated in TEMPEST.

Large incident angles have no influence on gtk. For arbitrary profiles in a multiple-stack
structure, special treatment has to be done for the staggered grid assignment in the current

version of TEMPEST. Arbitrary profiles have no influence on the simulation setup for gtk.
In conclusion, while TEMPEST is a powerful tool for general purpose lithography simula
tion, gtk has been designed as a very efficient electromagnetic solver for periodic gratings.
The performance of another grating simulation software using RCWA has been reported in
[5.41]. To simulate both TE and TM cases for a 10-layer grating with 45 retained orders, it
takes the reported simulator about 2.1 minutes/wavelength on a 300MHz Pentium II

machine. On the same platform, gtk only needs about 4.8 seconds/wavelength.
The high performance of gtk comes from the use of BLAS and from careful implementa
tion. Without a proper design, the performance benefits of blocked codes from BLAS can
be easily lost due to unnecessary data copying, inefficient access of sub-matrices, and

excessive run-time overhead in the dynamic-binding mechanisms of C++. High perfor
mance is of course critical in creating the large profile libraries that will be needed for
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meaningful profile re-construction from scattering measurements. This issue is addressed
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6
Metrology for Patterned Thin-Films

Scatterometry is one of the few metrology candidates that have true in-situ potential for

deep sub-micron critical dimension (CD) and profile analysis. Existing scatterometry is
designed to have the capability to measure many incident angles at single wavelength. In

this chapter, this idea is extended by deploying specular spectroscopic scatterometry on
periodic gratings. The specular spectroscopic scatterometry is designed to measure the 0th

diffraction order at a fixed angle of incidence and multiple wavelengths. This work pro
vides a mechanism that analyzes data from existing thin-film metrology equipment, such
as spectroscopic ellipsometers, to accurately predict cross-sectional CD profiles in grating
structures.

6.1 Introduction
Metrology is a key element in maintaining an adequate and affordable process latitude in
lithography processing. Accurate metrology is needed for characterizing and monitoring

the processing states, such as exposure, focus, post-exposure-bake (PEB), critical dimen
sion (CD), etc. Various techniques have been both proposed and implemented for these

purposes. Visual inspection based methods have played a significant role in both produc
tion and development environments. For example, the practice of checking completely

developed photoresist patterns from a dose-focus matrix is very common in the semicon
ductor industry. While visual tests are easy to implement, they are not easy to automate.

Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) and atomic force microscopes (AFM) can deliver
direct images of small structures, but they are expensive, and can be either time-consuming
or destructive. Electrical measurements can provide information on final effective CD lin-
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ewidths, however they cannot be used in-situ, and cannot deliver reliable profile informa
tion.

Many methods have been proposed for lithography process metrology. Kleinknecht and
Meier used diffraction grating test patterns for monitoring linewidths on IC stmctures [6.2].

In this work, the 1st and 2nd diffraction orders produced by a laser beaih are evaluated to
give the width of the grating lines. Bosenberg and Kleinknecht used similar method to mea
sure the linewidth over a wafer [6.3]. Damar, Chan, Wu and Neureuther used an automated

He-Ne laser spectrometer to explore fundamental issues associated with nondestructive IC

process monitoring on diffractionfrom drop-in test sites [6.4]. They measured0th, 1st and

2nd diffraction orders,and showedthat 40% diffraction intensity variation existedacross a
100mm wafer for S.Opm features. Nyyssonen and Kirk presented a monochromatic

waveguide model that can predict the optical microscope images of line objects with arbi

trary edge geometry [6.5]. The model is used to illustrate the effects of line edge structure
on the optical image. Yuan and Strojwas developed a simulator called "METRO" to obtain

more accurate alignment [6.6]. Tadros, Neureuther and Guerrieri used a massively parallel

computer simulation algorithm to investigate electromagnetic scattering and optical imag
ing issues related to linewidth measurement of polysilicon gate structures [6.7]. Brunner

proposed a phase-shift focus monitor. In this method, the aerial image asymmetry of non180degree phase shifters on a reticle causesa focus-dependent overlay misalignment that

canbecompared to non-phase-shifted pattems [6.8]. Jakatdar et al noticed that photoresist

deprotection is related to resist film shrinkage, and proposed metrology based ondeprotection-induced thickness loss (DITL) [6.9]. Koizumi et al. used AFM to measure and corre

late exposed film loss of DUV resist to linewidth [6.10]. Using reflectometry, Ziger
correlated ultraviolet reflectance spectra to the linewidth of i-line photoresist [6.11]. These

methods intend to characterize the process from the correlation between optical responses
and process conditions. Usually these methods deliver the effective linewidth values. How
ever, the actual CD profile information is often needed because it contains information

about the overall lithography process.

Scatterometry is based on the reconstruction of the grating profile from its optical diffrac
tion responses. McNeil, Naqvi and co-workers have developed and demonstrated thatscat-
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terometry can be used for 0.5|im CD characterization [6.12]. Coupled-wave method was
usedthere. As shown in Figure 6.1,this typeof scatterometry tends to employ single-wave
length, variable-angle readings. The disadvantage of thisconfiguration is the use of a single
wavelength and the mechanical complexity of the detection scheme.

wafer

detector

Figure 6.1 Configuration of the single wavelength variable angle scatterometry.

In contrast to variable-angle scatterometry, the specular spectroscopic scatterometry this
thesis introduces is designed to measure the 0th order diffraction at a fixed incident angle.
The term "spectroscopic" means that multiple wavelengths are under consideration. Due to

its fixed angle, specular spectroscopic scatterometry is easy to deploy. Specular spectro
scopic scatterometry can make use of a conventional spectroscopic ellipsometer, and can
be easily installed in-situ.

Single-wavelength variable-angle scatterometry has the advantage of being capable of
measuring higher diffraction orders. However, as the CD reduces, higher diffraction orders

can become all evanescent (thus not measurable at far field). For example, using the scatterometer with He-Ne laser (632.8nm), only 0th order is propagating when the pitch of grat

ing is less than 316.4nm. Under this circumstance, the above advantage of singlewavelength variable-angle scatterometry does not exist any more.
Let's consider the CD measurement requirement for the near-future technology genera
tions. Diffraction effects are simulated for the simple structures shown in Figure 6.2 at
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wavelength of 633nm. Table 6.1 shows the grating configuration parameters for future
technology generations [6.1]. The optical properties

= 1.57522-y0.0000661 and

rtgj = 3.82596-y0.0258 are used in the simulation for photoresist and silicon.

Figure 6.2 A simple grating structure for evaluating scatterometry on future technologies.

Table 6.1 Configuration parameters of Figure 6.2 for future technology generations.
Technology

180nm

150nm

lOOnm

Resist Thickness (nm)

600

550

400

CD (nm)

180

150

100

CD 3 a (nm)

14

12

7

Pitch (nm)

360

300

200

For the 180nm technology, we simulate three resist CD values of 166nm, 180nm and

194nm, with pitch width of 360nm and thickness of 600nm. Figure 6.3 shows the diffrac
tion efficiency with relation to the incident angle 0. The 1st order becomes evanescent
when 0 is not large enough. Also we can see that TE and TM waves have different sensi
tivities on CD at different values of 0. Considering both TE and TM waves will improve
the scatterometry accuracy for the grating structures.

TEOth

TE 1st

0.7

0.2

166nm
180nm
194nm
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TMOth

TM 1st
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0.06
0.04

0.15

0.02
0.05

e

Figure 6.3 Simulation of the 0th and 1st order diffraction efficiency over the incident
angle for the ISOnm technology.

For the 150nm technology, we simulate three resist CD values of 138nm, ISOnm and

162nm, with pitch width of SOOnm and thickness of 550nm. Figure 6.4 shows the diffrac

tionefficiency withrelation to the incident angle 0. 0th orderis theonlypropagating order.

The 162nm CD has an "anomaly" around the75 ° incident angle for the TE wave. Again,
we see that TE and TM waves have different behavior. Generally, the "anomalies" in the
0th order can serve as the marks that distinguish different CD values.
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Figure 6.4 Simulation of the 0th order diffraction efficiency over the incident angle for
the 150nm technology.
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For the lOOnm technology, we simulate three resist CD values of 93nm, lOOnm and 107nm,

with pitch width of 200nm and thickness of 400nm. Figure 6.5 shows the diffraction effi
ciency with relation to the incident angle 0. For the individualTE and TM waves, the sen

sitivity of diffraction efficiency to changing CDs is lower in some range of 0, but the
sensitivity increases if we consider both TE and TM waves at the same time.

TEOth

TMOth
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Figure 6.5 Simulation ofthe 0th order diffraction efficiency over the incident angle for the
lOOnm technology.

6.2 Specular Spectroscopic Scatterometry
Specular spectroscopic scatterometry measures the 0th order diffraction responses of a
grating at multiple wavelengths. Given the 0th order diffraction responses, one can then
attempt to reconstruct the grating profile. Conventional spectroscopic ellipsometry equip
ment can be directly used inthis type ofmetrology. Inother words, we do not need special
equipment for specular spectroscopic scatterometry, as the cost of hardware is shifted to

software. Compared to single-wavelength, variable-angle scatterometry, specular spectro
scopic scatterometry has the advantage ofthe additional information contained in the spec
tral component.

Aspectroscopic ellipsometer isused inthis work for ID gratings. With this configuration,
the ratio ofthe 0th order complex transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM)
reflectivity p = q/g = tanT'e'^ is measured, where gis the 0th order TM reflec
tance coefficient and g isthe 0th order TE reflectance coefficient. Using aspectroscopic
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ellipsometer has two advantages. First, the measurement of the ratio of TE and TM pro
vides more sensitivity than just using the measurement of TB or TM. Second, we can make

direct use of a commercial ellipsometer, hence avoiding theadditional hardware expense.

The spectral spectroscopic scatterometry concept is simulated on the grating structures of

Figure 6.2. The optical properties ofthe Shipley UV5^^ positive DUV photoresist are used
in the simulation. We assume that the optical properties of photoresist in the wavelength
range from 240nm to SOOnm will not change significantly for the future generation photo
resist. The n and k values are shown in Figure 6.6. The grating configuration parameters
for the future technology generations are take from Table 6.1 too. Incident angles are sim
ulated at both 45 ° and 75 °.

Figure 6.6 Optical properties ofthe Shipley UV5™ positive DUV photoresist
For ISOnm technology, we simulate three resist CD values of 166nm, ISOnm and 194nm

with pitch of 360nm and thickness of 600nm. Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 show the tanT* and

cos A responses from 240nm to SOOnm wavelength range at 45 ° and 75 ° incident angles
respectively. tan*F is plotted in logarithm scale. It is shown for this structure that diffrac
tion responses at a 75 ° incident eingle are more sensitive than those at a 45 ° incident angle.
For 150nm technology, we simulate three resist CD values of 138nm, 150nm and 162nm

with pitch of 300nm and thickness of 550nm. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the tan4'

and cosA responses at 45° and 75 ° incident angles, respectively. For lOOnm technology,
we simulate three resist CD values of 93nm, lOOnm ad 107nm with pitch width of 200nm
and thickness of 400nm. Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the tanT* and cosA responses
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of 45 ° and 75 ° incident angles, respectively. For 45 ° incident angle, the sensitivities of
tan*F and cosA are lower in the higher wavelength range (450nm - 800nm) than those in

the lower wavelength range (240nm- 450nm). However, at a 75 ° incident angle, specular
spectroscopic Scatterometry has high sensitivity across a wide wavelength range.
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Figure 6.7 Simulation of specular spectroscopic scatterometry for the 180nm technology
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Figure 6.8 Simulation ofspecular spectroscopic scatterometry for the 180nm technology
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Figure 6.9 Simulation of specular spectroscopic scatterometry for the ISOnm technology
(0=45 °).
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Figure 6.10 Simulation of specular spectroscopic scatterometry for the ISOnm technology
(6=75 °).
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6.3 A Library-Based Methodology for CD Profile
Extraction
The extraction of a CD profile can be viewed as an optimization probleni. The objective is
to find a profile whose simulated diffraction responses match the measured responses.
Optimization techniques, such as simulated annealing and gradient based optimization

techniques, can be applied. However, for complicated profiles, it is computationally pro
hibitive to exhaustively search for the optimal profiles. A practical way is to generate the

simulationresponses before the measurement. A library-basedmethodologyfor CD profile
extraction is proposed in this work.

measured
response

Simulated
Diffraction

Grating
Response
Library

V
extracted profiles

Figure 6.13 A library based methodology for CD profile extraction.

Figure 6.13 describes the extraction flow.

• First, mask information, technology characteristics, thin-film information (optical
properties n, k and thickness values), are used to obtain a collection of profiles. The
profile information includes the information of the grating layer and all the underneath

layers. The profiles can be obtained by a tuned TCAD simulator,or by a random profile
generator. The collection of profiles should be sufficient and efficient. Sufficient means
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that there should be enough profiles in the library for most possible process results,
while efficient means that there should not be too many unnecessary profiles in the
library.

• Second, the profiles are used as inputs to a diffraction gratingsimulator, such as gtk, to
generate the simulated diffraction responses. Usually the diffraction efficiencies, tan4'

and cosA are simulated over a wide range of wavelengths.

• For in-situ specularspectroscopic scatterometry use, the diffraction responses are mea
sured andcompared with the library. When the library is complete, therewill be one or

more profiles whose simulated responses match those of the measured sample.
The key of the success for this library-based extraction methodology is the completeness
of the library combined with efficient search methods.

The uniqueness of solution is an issue in this approach. In other words, it is possible that
different profiles may lead to similar diffraction responses. There are several theoretical

works on this issue [6.14][6.15]. In this thesis, the problem will be addressed experimen
tally.

6.4 Experimental Verification
The experimental verification of specular spectroscopic scatterometry consists of two
parts: the verification of theforward diffraction grating simulation from given CDprofiles
and the verification of the inverse CD profile extraction from the scatterometry measure
ment.

In this section, we consider a focus-exposure matrix experiment. As shown in Figure 6.14,
we have 5 focus settings and 7 dosesettings. The dose settings are codedas -3, -2, -1,0,1,

2, and 3, indicating the values from 11.5 mJ/cm^ to 14.5 mJ/cm^ in steps of0.5 mJ/cm^.
The focus settings are coded as-2, -1,0, 1, and 2, indicating the values from -0.2 |xm to0.2

pmin steps of 0.1pm. In total we have 31 settings on each wafer. The mask has 0.28pm/

0.28pm line/space gratings. The thin-film stack includes DUV photoresist Shipley UV5^^,
a bottom anti-reflection coating anda silicon substrate. After exposure and PEB, UV5 was
developed to form 200pm-by-200)Lim grating regions. A KLA-Tencor Prometrix® UV115

1280SE was used tomeasure the ratio of0th order TE and TM fields. The incident angle is
70.5 °. The lightbeam was focused on a 30|im-by-70p.m region.
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Figure 6.14 (a) grating structures; (b) Focus-exposure matrix experiment setupfor
experimental verification.

Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 show the measured tanT' and cos A on each die in the whole

wafer. Figure 6.17 plotsthe detailed information of the dose effecton the tanT' signal with
a fixed focus. Different dose and focus values generate different CD grating profiles, thus

different 0th orderdiffraction responses. It is interesting to noticethatdifferent grating pro-

files generate significantly different tan4*, even at higher wavelengths (compared to the
CD linewidth). The same behavioris also observed for cosA from Figure 6.18.
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Figure 6.17 tan*F of the fixed focus (-1) level and different dose levels (from -3 to +3).
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To verify the forward diffraction grating simulation, we use AFM to measure several struc

tures from the dose-focus matrix. Figure 6.19 is the calibrated CD profile of dose level -1

and focus level -1. To approximate this complicated profile, the photoresist is sliced into

100 layers. The optical properties of photoresist are shown in Figure 6.6, and the optical
properties of ARC are shown in Figure 6.20. The thickness of ARC is 162.9nm.There are
31 TE and 41 TM orders retained in the RCWA simulation. The diffracted fields are calcu

lated from 240nm to 800nm with Inmwavelength resolution. Figure 6.21 and Figure 6.22

show the measured and simulated tan^' and cos A from this grating profile. Figure 6.23
andFigure 6.24 show theresidual plotsfrom themeasured and simulated tan^F and cosA,

respectively. We can see that the simulated and measured diffracted fields match very well.
800

c

400

-1O0

20C
X (nm)

Figure 6.19 Calibrated CD AFM profile of the dose level -1 and focus level -1.
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Figure 6.20 The optical properties of the ARC in the experiment.
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Figure 6.21 Measured and simulated tan^' from the AFM CD profile.
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Figure 6.23 Residual plotof the measured and simulated tan^F from the AFM CD profile.
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Figure 6^ Residual plot of the measured andsimulated cosA from the AI^ CD profile.

The library-based CD profile extraction methodology described in section 6.3 is imple
mented. A profile library is randomly generated from a set of profile primitives. Shown in
Figure 6.25, a profile consists of three parts, the top, the middle and the bottom. We have

about 30 pre-defined "shapes" for these three parts. These pre-defined "shapes" are also

called profile primitives. To generate a profile, we randomly select a primitive for top,
middle and bottom. Each primitive is further scaled by two random scaling parameters to
control the width and thickness. The ARC thickness is also randomly generated to accom
modate the process variation.

There are 19total layers for the photoresist. We assign 10layers to the top part, 7 layers to
the middlepart and 2 layers to the bottom part. The thicknessof each layer needs not to be
the same.
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Figure 6.25 Random CD profile library generation.

About 180,000 profiles aregenerated, andthe corresponding diffraction responses aresim

ulated by gtk. Because of the computational cost, each grating profile is simulated every
lOnm from 240nm to 780nm. The number of retained orders for TE and TM are 31 and41,
respectively. Using gtk, the simulation for one profile, which includes both TB and TM on

53 wavelengths, takes approximately 2 minutes on a Sun UltraSparc I 167MHz worksta
tion.

To extract the CD profile from a measurement, the measured tan*P and cos A are com

pared with each simulated tan^ and cos A in the library. If there is a "good" match
between the measured and simulated signals, the corresponding CD profile is considered
as the extracted profile. Mathematically, the matching is by minimizing the cost function

^ ^^ ^ ^measured, A.)

^theoretical, X) ^tanH', X

(COSA^gggy^gJ^^ COSAjJjgg^gjjg^J^)
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(6.1)

by searching the library. In this case we set

= 1. As discussed in

Chapter 4, we use a logarithm transformation on tan^ to stabilize the signal.
For example, for the focus-exposure matrix shown in Figure 6.14, given the tan^ and
cosA signal at focus level -1 and exposure level -1, we found severalclose "matches". We

did not justchoose the closest match because we want to examine the uniqueness problem.
Figure 6.26 and Figure 6.27 show the matched simulated and measured signals. Figure 6.28
compares the extracted profiles to the AFM measurement. There are two observations.

First, the AFM measurement agrees withthose extracted profiles; second, similar diffi*ac-

tion responses also have similar grating profiles. Figure 6.29 shows the comparison
between the extracted profiles and AFM measurements across the entire focus-exposure
matrix.
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Figure 6.26 Matching on the simulated and measured tan^ signal.
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Figure 6.28 Comparison between the extracted CD profiles and the CD-AFM profile.
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Figure 6.29 Comparison between the extracted grating profiles and the CD-AFM profiles
across thefocus-exposure matrix. The four AFM profiles with (dose, focus) level of (2,-2),
(3,-1), (-1,2) and (2,2) have not been measured.

6.5 Conclusions
With theprogress of deep sub-micron technology, theaccuracy andefficient measurement

of parameters such as the line width, height/depth and side-wall profile are becoming
increasingly critical to develop and characterize lithography and plasma etch processes. In

this chapter, specular spectroscopic scatterometry is introduced for in-situ DUV lithogra
phy, which includes using RCWA to simulate the electromagnetic response of gratings
with different profiles, and using spectroscopic ellipsometry to measure ID gratings. A
library-based methodology for profile extraction is proposed and implemented. A focusexposure matrix experiment is used for the verification. This metrology can be used with

current technology, andit is expected to be able to extend to the0.Ipm generation. Thesig126

nificance of this work is that we shift the complexity of metrology from specialized hard
ware, such as CD-SEMs, to sophisticated data analysis in conjunction with existing

equipment, such as spectroscopic ellipsometers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Thesis Summary
The history of semiconductor industry has been characterized by Moore's Law. Moore's

Law predicts the exponential scaling factor for integrated circuit density. However, this
aggressive scaling is linked to a dramatic increase of the cost for equipment. Affordable

lithography and metrology at and below lOOnm now become the grand challenges.
This thesis has presented a systematic metrology approach for unpattemed and patterned
wafers in the lithography process. For unpattemed wafers, the most important observables
are the thickness and optical properties, n and k, of the layers. For patterned wafers, the
most important observables are the profiles of the critical features.

Sophisticated dispersion models derived from the Kramers-Kronig relations are used with

a powerful global optimizer for unpattemed thin-film characterization. Several algorithms

of simulated annealing for continuous variables are reviewed and discussed in Chapter 3.
In Chapter 4, the metrology by solid (polysilicon) andpolymer (photoresist) thin-film char
acterization is demonstrated. A statistical enhancement strategy is proposed, based oncom

puter experiments and a Bayesian variable screening technique to overcome the large
metrology dimension problem. A bootstrap method is introduced for testing the accuracy
of simulated annealing.

Forpattemed thin-film metrology, we introduce the concept of specular spectroscopic scatterometry. Scatterometry is one of the few metrology candidates that hastrue in-situ poten
tial for deep sub-micron CD and profile analysis. The ability to simulate the behavior of

diffraction gratings with highprecision is the key to the success of specular spectroscopic
130

scatterometry. Chapter 5 is devoted to the numerically rigorous analysison diffractiongrat

ings. The Grating Tool-kit{gtk) is implemented for one-dimensional grating analysis. It is
shown that the choice of an efficient formulation with an appropriate number of retained

orders in RCWA are very important considerations for balancing simulation accuracy and
speed. Chapter6 illustratesthe conceptand design of specularspectroscopic scatterometry.
A library-based CD profile extraction methodology is introduced and validated with a
focus-exposure matrix experiment.

7.2 Future Work
Thetheme of this thesis is that,through the aid of computation andintelligent dataanalysis
techniques, more process information can be extracted from existing sensors. This infor

mation can be used for process improvement through control, in this way, the equipment
cost can be shifted to computation. For a long time, it has been very difficult to apply con
trol to the entire lithography sequence, because of the time and cost involved in CD metrol

ogy. Part of the problem was that the linewidth value alone is not adequate to characterize

the lithography process. With the assistance of specular spectroscopic scatterometry, it is
expected that control of the entire lithography sequence can become realistic. At the same

time, the use of profile information for process control becomes an interesting research
topic.

Although the methods developed in this study are targeting lithography, the methodology
presented is general and can be applied to other process steps. Forexample, knowledge of

the CD profiles inthe plasma etching process isalso important, specular spectroscopic scat
terometry can be transferredeasily to the etching process.

Modem microprocessor chips consist of up to twenty million transistors fabricated on a

single die. To interconnect this large number of devices, typical chips include four to six
conductor levels with high density wiring, having sub-micron widths and spacings. Char
acterization for interconnect is essential. Metal has a finite conductivity in the visible

region. Preliminary study shows that specular spectroscopic scatterometry can beused for

metallic gratings when there is a non-metallic substrate. It is expected that specular spec-
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troscopic scatterometry can be used for interconnect profile extraction and mask inspection
as well.
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Appendix A
Symbols Used in Chapter 5

X

The wavelength of incidentlight.

Eq

The permittivity in free space.

Po

The permeability in free space.

k

The wave number.

L

The total number of the layers the grating system has.

0

The angle of the incident lightto the grating normal in the plane
of incidence.

(j)

The azimuthal angle of the plane of incidence.

\|/

The angle between the electric-fieldvector and the plane of incidence.

X

The wavelength of the incident light.

D

The grating period.

rij

The complex refractive index of i th layer.

o

The orders retained of the space harmonics in the coupled wave field
expansion are -o, -{o - 1),..., 0, ..., (o - 1) , o.

£/

The permittivity of the / th layer.

h

The h th orderpermittivity of the / th layer in the 1-Dcoupled wave
analysis.
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El

The Toeplitz matrix formed by the permittivity harmonic components in the
I th layer.

%i

The inverse permittivity of the / th layer.

Ki

The h th order inverse permittivity of the Ith layer in the 1-D coupled wave
analysis.

Pj

TheToeplitz matrix formed by the inverse permittivity harmonic
components in the /th layer.

5

The Kronecker symbol.

E

The electric field.

H

The magnetic field.

S

The normalized amplitude of the electric field.

U

The normalized amplitude of the magnetic field.

m

The index of diffracted wave.

DE

The diffraction efficiency.

c

The space-dependent part of the wave function.

CO

The angular frequency.

V(r)

The phase velocity of a wave.

d

The unit vector of a periodic medium.

b

The basis vector of a reciprocal lattice.
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Appendix B
gtk

This appendix contains the information on how to use gtksh, the Tel interface for the Grat

ing ToolKit {gtk), Tel is a scripting language designed and crafted by Prof. John Ousterhout
of University of California, Berkeley [B.l].

B.l The gtksh Command Syntax

Table B.l. ID grating commands

GratinglD grating

create a grating object instance "grating"

grating setL L

set the layer number

grating setTheta theta
grating setPsi psi
grating setPhi phi

set the incident angles (unit in degree)

grating setD D

set the grating period (unit in nm)

grating addLayer
layerlndex width

add a layer in the "layerlndex" layer. The width is in

thickness N

nm and thickness is also in nm. N is the name of the
variable of refractive index. For the semi-infinite

layers, set the width be the grating period and
thickness be -1.
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Table B.l. 1D grating commands

grating
grating
grating
grating
grating

PTE order
FTMl order
FTM2 order
FConl order
FCon2 order

calculate the diffraction efficiency of the grating
object with the number of specified retained order.
2*(2*order+l) values are returned. The first half is
for the reflected efficiencies and the second half is

for the transmitted efficiencies. The sequence of the
order is in [-order, -(order-1),..., 0,..., (order-1),
order]

set n

{1000 1

0}

The refractive index are 3-component list. The first
component is the wavelength (unit in nm), the

second part is the n and the third part is k.

B.2 An Example
In this example, there are two materials involved in the grating. The structure of the grating

isillustrated in Figure B.l. The optical properties are /Iq = 1 , «j = 3.18-74.41 ,the
grating period is 1 pm, the duty cycle is 0.5, the wavelength X= 1pm, 6= 30 °. The total

reflectedintensity is studiedas a function of the numberof retainedorders for grating thick

ness of O.OlA., 0.05A., 0.5A.. These grating cases are taken from Lalanne's paper [B.2].
0

Figure B.l A grating structure.
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proc first_half_sum {x}
set y

{

0

set length [llength $x]

set first_half [Irange $x 0 [expr $length / 2 - 1]]foreach i $first_half {
set y [expr $y + $i]
}

return $y
}

# Construct the refractive index,
set nO {1000 1 0}
set nl (1000 3.18 -4.41}

# Construct the grating object
GratinglD grating
grating
grating
grating
grating

setL 2
setTheta 30.0
setD 1000
addLayer 0 1000 -1 nO

grating addLayer 1 500 [expr 0.01 * 1000] nl
grating addLayer 2 1000 -1 nl
#

0.01

Iciinbda

for {set i

0}

{$i < 30} {incr i} {

set str "[expr $i * 2 + 1] \t [first_half_sum [grating FTMl
$i]] \t [first_half_suin [grating FTM2 $i]]"
puts $str
}

Figure B.2 A Tcl code sample.
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Figure B.2 Computation result shows the effect ofa grating structure on the convergence rate.
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Appendix C
The TEMPEST Script Used in Section 5.8

/*

tmpstTE.in
Created by Tom Pistor.
*/

wavelength .248
max_cycle 200
x_node 8 0
y_node 1
z_node 320
x_dim .5 6
order_source node 290 -1 te 0

0 1000 0

rectangle node 0 7 9 0 0 0 159 index 1 0
rectangle node 0 79 0 0 0 79 dispersive 1.6591 3.5227
rectangle node 0 79 0 0 80 100 index 1.695 .560
rectangle node 0 39 0 0 101 208 index 1.85 .022
rectangle node 0 79 0 0 0 0 black_matter
rectangle node 0 79 0 0 312 319 pml 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

plot
plot
plot
plot
plot
plot
plot

block node 079000319 tmpstTE.blk
ex steady 0.00 node 0 79 0 0 0 319 tmpstTE.e.x.i
ey steady 0.00 node 0 79 0 0 0 319 tmpstTE.e.y.i
ez steady 0.00 node 079000319 tmpstTE.e.z.i
ex steady 0.25 node 0 79 0 0 0 319 tmpstTE.e.x.q
ey steady 0.25 node 0 79 0 0 0 319 tmpstTE.e.y.q
ez steady 0.25 node 079000319 tmpstTE.e.z.q
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